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Abstract

Small banks play a large role in commercial real estate (CRE) lending. In this paper,

I show that small banks with a CRE lending focus achieve higher loan recovery rates

than other banks through sales of foreclosed properties. I argue that this advantage

in handling distressed assets leads to a competitive edge for loans with high default

probability. I back this claim by showing that small banks originate a large share of

hotel and construction loans, with historically high default rates, and a relatively low

share of apartment loans, which are broadly considered safer. Furthermore, among

banks with a CRE lending focus, small banks experience higher early delinquency rates

than their larger peers. However, this pattern reverses when considering loans in later

stages of delinquency and charge-off rates, suggesting that small banks are able to

prevent loan defaults from becoming permanent. With this paper, I contribute to the

literature on the role of small banks by providing compelling evidence for their relative

advantage in CRE, an asset class in which they play an outsized role.
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1. Introduction

Small banks play a dominant role in commercial real estate (CRE). At the end of 2020,

loans secured by CRE amounted to more than a quarter of the total assets held by banks

with under $5 billion in assets. Moreover, while these banks’ share of the industry’s

assets was a mere 11.4%, they held over 27% of total CRE bank loans. This relative

preponderance of smaller banks in CRE lending is not a recent phenomenon. In fact,

CRE has historically been the most relevant lending category for small commercial

banks as shown in Figure 1, which plots the share of loans of different categories held

by banks with assets under 5 billion US dollars.

What, then, makes small banks competitive in CRE? The answer I provide in this

paper is that small banks’ comparative advantage in CRE comes from their ability to

handle distressed loans. Small banks that specialize in CRE have higher loan recovery

rates than their larger competitors. While this advantage enhances their ability to offer

better terms to their prospective borrowers, the gap in market share is particularly

large for loans that are more likely to default, which leads to an equilibrium situation

in which small CRE specialists have relatively high default rates, particularly in the

early stages of delinquency. However, they compensate their higher risk exposure by

effectively handling distressed loans to minimize losses.

In the first part of my analysis, I use data on sales of foreclosed properties and find

that small banks that specialize in CRE obtain higher loan recovery rates conditional

on foreclosure. This advantage in recovery given default exists even after controlling for

the property’s type and location, the bank’s financial situation, and the type of buyers

and borrowers involved in the transaction. The gap in recovery rates is also robust to

the property’s size, as well as temporal trends in CRE specific to the property’s type

or its location.

I then link this recovery advantage to the composition of the CRE portfolios of

banks. In particular, I explore the share of total originations devoted to each property

type and find that that small CRE banks originate relatively large shares of CRE loans

in which the underlying property’s type is among those generally considered risky by

investors, like hotel and construction loans. In contrast, the loans originated by large
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banks correspond mostly to apartment properties, which are historically less likely

to default than the rest of CRE. Put together, these facts suggest that the recovery

advantage of small banks with a CRE focus makes them particularly competitive in

relatively high-risk loan sectors.

To complement the analysis of the risk profiles of banks’ CRE portfolios, I compare

their realized performance using regulatory data from call reports. I find that the share

of CRE loans delinquent between 30 and 89 days is higher for small banks than for

larger institutions, both during stable economic periods and during the great financial

crisis (GFC). This indicates that the CRE loans held by small CRE specialists are ex

post riskier than those held by larger banks, in line with the risk profile implied by

their portfolio mix. Interestingly, however, the portfolios of large banks seem riskier

when comparing the fraction of CRE loans delinquent for more than 90 days or their

charge-off rate. The fact that loans by small bank default more often than those of large

banks, but late-stage delinquencies and charge-offs are higher for large banks supports

the claim that small banks have a comparative advantage in handling distressed loans.

I discuss different potential explanations for the recovery advantage of small CRE-

focused banks. First, I study whether the differences in recovery rate could originate

from a bank’s ability to screen potential borrowers based on the expected recovery rate

of the collateral. By analyzing properties sold by banks that acquired CRE-focused

banks, I find that recovery rates for loans originated by small CRE specialists are

significantly lower when the property is sold by a different bank. This result is not

consistent with small CRE banks having a superior ability to identify loans that will

yield high recovery rates in the event of default.

Other potential mechanisms I analyze are client networks and geographic proxim-

ity to the property. Specifically, I explore whether banks use their client networks to

minimize losses given default by either selling the properties to one of their clients

or financing the purchase by originating a loan to the new owner. The results show

that, while the use of client networks are associated with higher loan recovery rates

on average, they do not explain the different outcomes of small and large CRE-focused

banks. Regarding geographic proximity, I find that recovery rates are higher for proper-
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ties located in counties where CRE-focused banks have branches, but the comparative

advantage of small CRE specialists prevails even after controlling for the physical prox-

imity to the foreclosed properties.

In the last section of the paper, I formalize the link between an advantage in handling

distressed loans and the lender’s portfolio-level risk profile. I present a model of banking

competition between two banks in which one of them has a comparative advantage in

minimizing losses from loan defaults. This built-in advantage increases the bank’s

market shares across all loan types. However, since the advantage is realized when a

loan defaults, the competitive edge of the bank is greater for loans that have a higher

default probability. In turn, the portfolio of the bank with the advantage is riskier

in the sense that its overall default rate is higher, although the risk is compensated

by the bank’s ability to recover funds from loan defaults. I show that, in contrast,

a comparative advantage related to the bank’s information about a project’s default

probability leads to relatively low portfolio-level default rates.

The academic literature explains the comparative advantage of small banks in cer-

tain lending sectors, like small business lending, emphasizing their ability to collect and

process soft information (Stein, 2002; Brickley et al., 2003). While soft information

might indeed play a role in commercial mortgages, it is not clear that this sort of infor-

mational advantage fully explains small banks’ strengths in CRE. Hard information in

the form of detailed records on past and projected income generated by the property are

usually available to potential lenders during the underwriting process.1 Construction

loans, for which historical records are not available, arguably have more similarities

with small business lending because the developers’ reputation and their relationship

with the lender might play an important role in lending decisions. In 2020, however,

construction loans amounted to only 17% of the aggregate CRE portfolio of banks

with less than $5 billion in assets, implying that for most of CRE loans, each prop-

erty’s transaction and appraisal histories, along with information about occupancy and

income, are likely available to the lender, thus diminishing the role of soft information.

1See, for example, Berger and Black (2011). For a description of the CRE underwriting process,

see, Furfine (2020).
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As mentioned above, researchers that have studied the lending behavior of small

banks have mainly focused on their role as lenders to small business. For example,

Berger et al. (2005) show that small banks generally lend to small firms and have

longer and more exclusive with relationships with their clients. These findings are

complemented by Berger et al. (2017), who document that small banks alleviate the

financial constraints of small firms, and Deyoung et al. (2015), who show that a subset of

small banks, those specializing in business lending, provide credit to small firms during

periods of economic distress. These papers attribute the relative strength of small

banks to their ability to collect and process soft information (Stein, 2002; Brickley

et al., 2003).

This paper adds to this literature by focusing on a different loan category, CRE,

which notably constitutes the largest fraction of the aggregate portfolios of small banks.

Furthermore, I argue that the nature of the comparative advantage supported by the

existing literature does not fully explain their prevalence in the CRE market. By

focusing on the advantage in recovery from defaults, I provide evidence on a distinctive

aspect of small bank’s behavior which interacts with other well-documented traits like

relationship lending and information generation.

A couple of articles study the relationship between the financial condition of banks

and the outcomes they obtain from the sales of distressed real estate. Ramcharan

(2020) finds that banks with declining liquidity get lower liquidation values for resi-

dential properties, while Chu (2016) finds a similar relationship between liquidity and

liquidation values for CRE properties. Motivated by this research, I include bank liq-

uidity as a control variable in my empirical analsyis. My paper contributes to this line

of study by focusing on bank size as a key determinant of realized CRE loan recovery

outcomes.

The present article also contributes to the literature on CRE lending. Recent con-

tributions to these literature analyze the characteristics of CRE loans held by different

types of financial institutions. An et al. (2011) study the effects of adverse selection

in the pricing of commercial mortgage backed securities (CMBS). Ghent and Valka-

nov (2016) use data for loans backed by office buildings in four US cities to compare
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the characteristics of balance sheet and securitized loans. They conclude that the most

salient difference between loans that back CMBS and portfolio loans is their size. Relat-

edly, Black et al. (2020) adapt the theoretical predictions in Chemmanur and Fulghieri

(1994) to compare the loans in CMBS to those held by large US banks. They conclude

that securitized loans have a lower probability of distress because the banks’ ability to

renegotiate or liquidate loans. More recently, Glancy et al. (2022) study market seg-

mentation across banks, CMBS lenders, and life insurance companies. My paper adds

to this literature by focusing exclusively on bank loans and, crucially, emphasizing the

role of small lenders in the CRE loan market.

The rest of the article proceeds as follows. In Section 2, I describe the data. Section

3 contains my empirical analysis of sales of foreclosed properties by banks, in which

I document that small CRE specialists have a recovery advantage. I explore ex ante

and ex post difference in CRE loan portfolios in Section 4. The discussion of potential

mechanisms is presented in Section 5. Section 6 contains the theoretical model linking

the recovery advantage to portfolio composition, and Section 7 concludes the paper

with a summary of findings.

2. Data and variable description

In this section I describe the different samples I use throughout each paper section,

as well as the variables I construct to perform the analysis. I use data on commercial

mortgage originations and CRE property transactions from Real Capital Analytics

(RCA).2 The data set is comprehensive for transactions regarding property’s in the US

with a price above $2.5 million dollars, and contains information on loan characteristics

for both property sales and refinances. However, its coverage of lending information

increases along my period of study.3

The loan and transaction data set contains information about the transaction, the

physical characteristics of the property, and a handful of attributes of the associated

commercial mortgages. I observe the transaction type (conventional sale, refinance,

2In 2021, RCA was acquired by MSCI.
3Below I discuss the variation in the number of loans available per year (Table C.12).
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or construction), the date of the transaction, the associated price of the property (or

most recent appraised value in the case of refinances), and the type and identities of

buyers, borrowers, and sellers involved. Regarding the physical characteristics of the

property, the data set contains its location (address, geolocation, and an indicator

variable of whether the property is situated within an urban central business district),

and, for a limited number of transactions, the year in which the property was built. For

residential and hotel properties, the data includes the number of units in the property,

whereas for the rest of property types, the data set contains the size of the property in

square feet. For each loan origination, I observe the loan amount, the origination date,

and, crucially, the name of the lender and its type (e.g., CMBS, bank, or insurance

company). To limit the influence of non-arms-length or otherwise anomalous property

prices or loan amounts, I restrict the sample to properties priced over $500 thousand

at both sale and loan origination, and mortgages with an loan-to-value (LTV) ratio of

at least 5%.

2.1. Matching CRE loans to bank financial information

The data provider classifies lenders into several categories according to their size and

industry, e.g., CMBS, regional bank, national bank. I focus on all loans corresponding to

properties in the US that were originated by a bank. Instead of using the size categories

generated by the data provider, I rely on the financial statements of commercial banks

contained in regulatory Reports of Condition and Income, commonly known as Call

Reports, which I observe quarterly for the period 2001-2021.4 To merge the banks in

the CRE loan and transaction data set to Call Reports, I develop an algorithm that

uses a bank’s name, range of loan origination dates, and the states where the loans’

underlying CRE is located to find the correct FDIC Certificate Number in Call Reports.

I use standard text matching techniques to find match candidates for each bank’s name

among the available name history of commercial banks in Call Reports. I differentiate

amongst lenders with the same name in Call Reports using two criteria: consistency

4I do not observe information for banks that were regulated by the Office of Thrift Supervision

(OTS) before 2011. Starting in 2012, Call Reports are available for banks previously overseen by the

OTS.
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between the range of CRE loan origination dates and the available Call Reports for

each of the potential name matches, and proximity between a bank’s head quarters and

the location of the properties underlying its CRE loans. I complement the results from

this matching process by manually browsing the list of names or web addresses that a

candidate bank has had historically via the FDIC’s BankFind Suite. Finally, I perform

manual checks on the resulting matches to verify accuracy.5

After matching lenders in the CRE data set to their corresponding Call Report

IDs, I collect lender information from the Call Reports corresponding to the quarter

immediately preceding the loan origination. For example, a loan originated in July,

2016 is linked to lender information as of June 30th, 2016.6 I use the following bank

balance-sheet items:

• Size: Bank assets in thousands of dollars. I use the implicit gross domestic

product (GDP) deflator and express bank assets in real 2020 US dollars.

• CREloans : Ratio of CRE loans to total assets. CRE loans are defined as the

sum of loans secured by multifamily residential properties, nonfarm nonresidential

properties, construction, and unsecured CRE loans.

• Liquidity : Ratio of the sum of cash and securities available for sale to total assets.

• T1ratio: Tier 1 capital divided by risk-weighted assets.

• REO : Ratio of other real estate owned to total assets.

For the analysis of CRE portfolio performance in Section 4, I construct the following

measures using year-end Call Reports:

5For some lenders, the commercial mortgage data includes the lender’s website, useful to distinguish

among institutions with the same name. I manually verified web addresses using both the FDIC’s

BankFind Suite tool and the internet archive (wayback machine). The BankFind Suite’s website is

https://banks.data.fdic.gov/bankfind-suite/bankfind.
6I match loans originated in 2000 to the first available Call Report in my data set: 2001Q1. For

loans made by banks supervised by the OTS before 2012, I use their first available Call Report, 2012Q1.
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• Earlydelinq : CRE loans past due between 30 and 89 days that are still accruing,

divided by the total of CRE loans held by the bank, CREloans.

• Delinq : Sum of CRE loans past due 90 days or more and still accruing and

nonaccrual CRE loans, divided by CREloans.

• Chargeoff : Charge-offs of CRE loans throughout the year, divided by CREloans.

To control for the degree of local competition faced by the banks in my sample, I

construct county-level yearly Herfindahl-Hirschman indices (HHI ) for CRE loan com-

petition, based on CRE loans originated up to the corresponding year. I create the

variable loancomp by aggregating these indices at the bank level using the fraction of

the banks’ branches located in each county as weights. The location of every bank brach

comes from the Summary of Deposits (SOD), which is published on a yearly basis.

In my empirical analysis, I use relative measures of Size and CREloans to simplify

the interpretation of the results. In the case of Size, I rank all commercial banks

in the correspondent in ascending order and normalize by the number of banks in

each quarter. The resulting variable is called Sizer. For example, Sizer is 1 for the

largest bank during a particular quarter, and .5 for a bank of median size during that

same quarter. I identify CRE-focused banks with the dummy variable crebank, which

indicates whether the bank belongs to the top quintile in the distribution of CREloans

during the corresponding quarter.

2.2. Sample of foreclosed properties

In my analysis of loan recovery rates in Section 3, I use the CRE loan and transaction

information described above to construct a data set of foreclosed property sales. The

CRE transaction data set includes the seller’s names and types, which I use to identify

properties sold by banks. I then flag as sales of foreclosed properties all transactions

in which a bank that had originated a mortgage backed by the property is listed as a

seller. The resulting sample consists of over three thousand sales.

For the loans that appear sample of foreclosed property sales, I observe all variables

described above measured at the time when the original loan was made. In addition,
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I observe the following information about the sale: the buyer’s identity and type (in-

stitutional, private, or public), the date of the transaction, and the price paid by the

buyer. Using these measures, I construct the loan recovery rate, recov, defined as the

ratio of sale price to original loan amount.7

The columns labeled Loan originations in Table 1 present summary statistics for

originated mortgages backed by properties in the United States between 2000 and 2021.

The bottom panel shows the corresponding statistics for the bank variables that are

linked to loan originations. In Appendix Table C.12, I show the number of loans in the

sample for each year. Notably, the number of bank loans in the RCA data increases

substantially in 2015.8

The summary statistics for the sample of foreclosed property sales are shown in the

columns labeled Bank sales in Table 1. Compared to the full sample of loan originations,

sales of foreclosed properties involve a lower share of apartment properties, and notably

higher shares of hotels, offices, and construction sites. Furthermore, unconditionally,

loans that ended in foreclosure have higher LTV ratios at origination and are less

frequently collateralized by properties in urban downtowns. Figure 2 shows that the

loans in the foreclosure sample were mostly originated between 2005 and 2008, while

most sales of foreclosed properties took place during the period 2010-2015, which is

consistent with the increase in loan distress related to the Great Financial Crisis (GFC).

The geographic distribution of the loans appears in Appendix Table C.13. Summary

statistics for foreclosed property sales by bank size are shown in Appendix Table C.14.

2.2.1. Additional variables

In my exploration of mechanisms, I control for the effect of a bank’s network of clients

in its performance regarding foreclosed properties, I construct a couple of variables

7A more precise measure of loan recovery would involve the outstanding balance of the loan at

foreclosure, as well as fixed costs related to the foreclosure process and interest losses. Unfortunately,

I do not observe such information.
8The variation in the number of loans in each year might be related to RCA’s coverage of portfolio

loans. The second and third columns of Table C.12 in the Appendix show that the ratio of bank loans

to number of transactions and number of loans is considerably higher in the second half of the sample.
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based on the bank’s historical lending activity. The first, network is an indicator of

whether the buyer of the property has received a CRE loan from the selling bank at

some point prior to the current transaction. This variable captures situations in which

the property remains within the bank’s client network: the selling bank markets the

property to firms or individuals that have previous CRE experience and an existing or

past business relationship with the bank. The second variable, called samelend, is a

dummy that equals one if the selling bank also acts as lender in the sale transaction.

This dichotomous variable flags cases in which the property remains directly related

to the bank’s assets: it transitions from backing a CRE loan, to a delinquent loan, to

REO, and finally back to a different CRE loan. The variable samelend is also related

to a bank’s client network in the sense that the buyer becomes a client because of the

newly issued mortgage.

I also explore the potential influence of physical proximity on recovery rates by

identifying cases in which banks have a branch in the county where the property is

located. I use data on branch locations from the SOD to construct two variables.

The indicator variable branchorig flags cases in which the bank had a branch in the

property’s county at the time of loan origination, whereas branchsale indicates that the

bank had a branch in the same county as the property when the sale took place.

To analyze whether the difference in recovery rates comes from screening at origina-

tion or from the bank’s actions given foreclosure, I augment the sample with properties

sold by banks that acquired other banks at some point between the origination of the

loan and the property’s sale given foreclosure. If the difference in recovery rates stems

from the bank’s ability to screen properties before making the loan, the identity of the

property’s seller would be irrelevant. To test for this possibility, I construct the dummy

variable acqlen, which indicates cases where the loan originator was acquired by the

selling bank.
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3. Sales of foreclosed properties

3.1. Empirical methodology

In this section, I use the data on sales of foreclosed properties to study how outcomes

from these transaction differ across two dimensions of lender characteristics: bank size

and CRE concentration. My analysis involves regressing recovery rates on a set of bank

and property characteristics. In particular, I am interested in how small banks that

specialize in commercial real estate fare in handling distressed assets. I estimate the

following linear models using ordinary least squares (OLS):

recovi,b,t,τ =β1 + β2 ∗ crebankb,τ + β3 ∗ Sizer,b,τ + β4 ∗ crebankb,τ ∗ Sizer,b,τ+

β5 ∗Xi,t + β6 ∗ Γi,b,τ + εi,b,t,τ .
(1)

In equation 1, recovi,b,t,τ denotes the recovery rate or the price change related to

transaction i, which took place in year t, and involved a loan made by bank b in quarter

τ . crebankb,τ and Sizer,b,τ correspond to measures of CRE portfolio share and size,

respectively. The variable crebank denotes banks that specialize in CRE and indicates

whether bank b ranks among the top quintile of the distribution of CREloans in quarter

τ . My measure for bank size is Sizer,b,τ , the ranking of bank b in the distribution of

Size across all commercial banks during quarter τ .

The vector Xi,t contains transaction specific controls, which, depending on the spec-

ification, consist of year-of-sale fixed effects, a set of dummies indicating the property’s

type, state fixed effects, an indicator of whether the property is within a city’s CBD.

The vector Γi,b,τ includes loan and bank controls measured at the time of origination

τ . Loan-related controls are the LTV ratio at origination, the type of loan transaction

(refinance or sale), and the type of borrower (institutional, public, private). I use Liq-

uidity, T1ratio, and REO as measures of a lender’s financial condition during quarter

τ .

In the estimations I present in this section, I cluster standard errors at the lender

and quarter levels. The number of different banks, and of corresponding clusters, in

the estimation sample is 806 lenders, whereas property sales take place in 69 different

quarters. To alleviate the influence of outliers in recovery rates, I winsorize the depen-
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dent variable at the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles in the main specifications. In robustness

tests, I use different versions of winsorizing and show that the results are qualitatively

equivalent.

3.2. Results

I present the results from estimating equation 1 using different sets of controls in Table

2. Since my analysis focuses on the relations between lender size and CRE holdings, the

interpretation of the results must take into account all coefficients associated with these

variables, i.e., crebank, Sizer, and the interaction term crebank : Sizer. For example,

the coefficient for crebank corresponds to the smallest CRE specialists, whereas the

coefficient on Sizer can be interpreted as referring to the largest non-specialists in the

sample, i.e., those for which Sizer = 1 and crebank = 0. Under this framework, the

difference in recovery rate between the smallest and the largest CRE-focused banks is

given by the sum of the coefficients for Sizer and crebank : Sizer, the interaction term.9

The estimates in column (1) corresponds to a restricted version of equation 1 in

which I omit the interaction term between bank size and CRE focus. The set of controls

includes the property’s location, the year of sale, and the types of property, buyer,

borrower, and transaction. Interestingly, banks that specialize in CRE as a group

obtain significantly lower recovery rates than non specialists, around 8.5 percentage

points on average. The estimated coefficient for Sizer, on the other hand, is statistically

insignificant.

The rest of the columns in Table 2, however, highlight the importance of accounting

for the interaction of CRE specialization and bank size. In other words, among CRE

specialists, recovery rates conditional on property characteristics differ widely depend-

ing on the size of the selling bank. The specification in column (2) includes the same

set of control variables as the first column, but incorporates the interaction term from

equation 1. The results show that, among small banks, CRE specialists obtain higher

recovery rates, with the average difference being as high as 41 percentage points at the

9This results from comparing the relevant coefficients for small CRE specialists (crebank) and large

CRE banks (crebank + Sizer + crebank : Sizer).
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left tail of the size distribution, as indicated by the estimated coefficient for crebank.

Among larger banks, however, this is not true. Importantly, the recovery rates of

small CRE specialists are significantly larger than the outcomes of large CRE banks,

as denoted by the negative and significant estimated coefficient for the interaction term

crebank : Sizer. This particular result is robust to the inclusion of additional controls,

as shown by the results in columns (3) to (5).

In column (3), I control for the original loan’s LTV ratio, broadly considered as a

measure of lending risk in the sense that lenders alleviate their exposure to a particular

property’s default risk by limiting the size of the loan (as a proportion of the property’s

value). Once a property is foreclosed, recovery rates would be expected to be negatively

associated with the LTV ratio.10 The results confirm this expectation: the coefficient

on the original loan’s LTV is negative and significant. Furthermore, the estimated coef-

ficients for crebank, Sizer, and their interaction barely change with respect to column

(2), and remain statistically significant, indicating that the differences in recovery rates

do not stem from selection with regard to LTV ratios.

In column (4) I incorporate three variables related to the lender’s financial condition

at the time of loan origination. The addition of these controls have little impact on

the relationships found in the previous columns. The estimated coefficient for crebank

does not change substantially, and, importantly, the difference between large and small

CRE specialists, given by the sum of the coefficients for Sizer and the interaction term,

is economically and statistically significant, around 1
2
the difference in Sizer.

So far, I have discussed the differences in average recovery rates using all available

transactions and property types, including development sites. However, construction

loans, i.e., those related to development sites, involve substantially higher uncertainty

about financial outcomes in general, and proceeds given foreclosure in particular. In the

10To see this, notice that there is a mechanical relationship between recovery rate and LTV. Consider,

for example, two hypothetical loans backed by a property whose value dropped by 40%, causing a

default. The loans are identical except for their LTV ratios, which are 70% and 95%. If the property

is sold at market value, the recovery rate for the 70% LTV loan will be 86%, whereas the lender of the

95% LTV will only recover 63%.
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last column of Table 2, I replicate the analysis in Column (4) excluding development

sites. The results show that the higher recovery rates obtained by small CRE specialists

are not driven by their performance on distressed construction loans. Construction loans

are similar to small business loans in the sense that information, and particularly soft

information, plays a significant role in lending decisions due to the uncertainty about

investment outcomes. Furthermore, the collateral backing construction loans is much

less valuable, since it consists of land or a property that is scheduled for demolition.

Given the comparative advantage of small banks in loans that involve soft information,

it would be reasonable to expect their advantage in CRE to be related to construction

loans. However, Column (5) shows that the relative outperformance of small, specialized

lenders transcends development loans.

3.2.1. Robustness tests

In this subsection, I discuss the results of estimating additional specifications of

equation 1. I use the specification in column (4) of table 2 as a reference point: all

regression specifications in Table 3 include controls for loan and transaction variables,

property types, and the banks’ financial condition. In column (1) of Table 3, I incor-

porate fixed effects for the interaction of the state where the property is located and

the year of the sale. This interacted fixed effects allow me to control for trends in CRE

recovery rates that are specific to each state. The estimated coefficients show that the

difference in recovery rates between large and small CRE specialists is similar to that

estimated in the baseline specification. On a similar note, column (2) shows the esti-

mation results after controlling for temporal trends in recovery rates specific to each

property type. Interestingly, this yields a slightly higher estimated recovery advantage

for small CRE banks.

I add the size of the property to the set of controls in the third column of Table

3. In my data set, consistent with CRE industry practices, the size of the property

is reported differently depending on the property’s type. For apartments, hotels, and

similar properties, I observe the number of units. For other property types in which

the concept of space unit is not well defined, like industrial or retail properties, the

size of the property is reported in terms of square feet. Column (3) shows the results
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after controlling for the interaction of the property’s type and the variable units, which

may consistent of the number of apartments, rooms, or square feet according to the

property’s type. The results are similar to those obtained in the baseline specification.

In column (4), I estimate equation 1 winsorizing the dependent variable recovi,b,t,τ at

the percentiles 1 and 99 and obtain estimates consistent with those of Table 2, although

the magnitudes of the coefficients related to bank size and CRE holdings are larger.

Finally, column (5) shows the results of using a different definition for crebank. In

this column crebank identifies banks above the 70th percentile of the distribution of

CREloans in the pertinent quarter. Results are similar to those obtained in the basline

specification, although the difference in recovery rates between large and small CRE

specialists is smaller, suggesting that the recovery advantage is weaker for banks that

are less concentrated in CRE, i.e., those between the 70th and 80th percentile.

To sum up, the results in this section indicate that small CRE specialists have a

comparative advantage in recovering funds from defaulted loans through the sale of

foreclosed properties. The advantage is statistically significant across a wide range of

different specifications that control for a property’s location, the bank’s financial sit-

uation, the original borrower’s type, the loan’s LTV ratio at the time of origination.

Intuitively, a lender with an advantage in handling distressed loans would, in equilib-

rium, tend to originate loans that are more likely to suffer distress. In the following

section, I explore this possibility by analyzing the type of properties that small CRE

specialists lend to, as well as the ex post performance of their portfolios.

4. Differences in loan characteristics

In this section, I study whether the CRE portfolios of small CRE specialists differ from

those of other banks in terms of their overall riskiness. First, I compare the ex post

performance of the CRE loan portfolios of small CRE specialists and assess their overall

riskiness. In the final part of the section, I compare the differences in the relative share

of each property types in the mortgage originations of distinct groups of banks and

discuss how the property type mix of a bank’s CRE loan portfolio relates to its risk

profile. The findings indicate that small CRE specialists hold riskier CRE portfolios.
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4.1. Portfolio performance

As argued above, if the comparative advantage of small lenders with a CRE focus

comes from their ability to handle distressed loans, then small CRE banks would be

particularly competitive in the market for loans that have a high probability of default.

In other words, while a recovery advantage allows banks to offer better loan terms than

their competitors for all loans, this is particularly true for loans that are particularly

likely to experience distress. This would lead banks with this type of advantage to hold

CRE loan portfolios that are relatively more exposed to default risk. In this subsection,

I study the ex post performance of the CRE portfolios of commercial banks. Specifically,

I use bank-level information from Call Reports on CRE loan delinquencies and charge-

offs to analyze how the realized performance of small CRE specialists compares to that

of other bank groups.

Call reports distinguish between loans in the early stage of delinquency (between

30 and 90 days), and those in later phases of distress (past due 90 days or more and

nonaccrual loans). There might be idiosyncrasies in the way different banks handle

loans once a borrower starts missing payments. For example, certain lenders might

start workout or loan renegotiation processes as soon as a borrower skips a payment.

The actions involved might range from an informal phone call to the borrower to the

deployment of a complete plan for loan renegotiation. Heterogeneity could also exist

in the way banks decide to charge delinquent loans off.12 For instance, depending on

the borrower or loan type, a bank may decide to charge the loan off after 6 months of

delinquency, while others may decide to hold it for longer if they expect that payments

might resume shortly. The fact that loan amounts in CRE are generally higher than in

11My data allows me to calculate LTV ratios at origination, which constitutes a risk measure broadly

used for CRE loan underwriting. However, without other loan-level information, like interest rates,

the relationship between LTV ratio and default probability is ambiguous (Grovenstein et al., 2005).

For the sake of completeness, I compare the LTV ratios of loans originated by different groups of banks

in In Appendix B.
12When a lender charges a loan off, it recognizes it as a permanent loss in its financial statements.
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other loan sectors exacerbates the importance of these decisions for banks, particularly

smaller lenders for which a single loan might represent a relatively large part of the

CRE portfolio. For these reasons, loan performance measures in general comprise two

factors: the default probability of the loan portfolio and the bank’s handling of troubled

loans. To minimize the influence of the latter, I focus on the proportion of CRE loans

delinquent between 30 and 89 days. Because this early delinquency rate presumably

captures loan distress as soon as a scheduled payment is missed, it speaks more to the

loans’ probability of default than to the particular way a lender handles loans once

they become delinquent. I document differences in early delinquency rates for different

groups of banks by estimating the following equation:

Earlydelinqb,t = β1+β2∗crebankb,t−1+β3∗Sizer,b,t−(1:2)+β4∗crebankb,t−1∗Sizer,b,t−(1:2)

+ β5 ∗GFCt + β6 ∗GFCt ∗ crebankb,t−1 + β7GFCt ∗ Sizer,b,t−(1:2)

+ β8 ∗GFCt ∗ crebankb,t−1 ∗ Sizer,b,t−(1:2) + β9 ∗Xb,t + εb,t, (2)

where Earlydelinqb,t stands for bank b’s early delinquency rate at the end of year t, and

Sizer,b,t−(1:2) denotes the average of Sizer,b over the previous two years. The variable

crebank, as in Section 3, indicates banks in the top quintile of the distribution of

CRE loan holdings, and is lagged one period. To isolate the effect of outstandingly

higher delinquency rates during the period around the GFC, I explicitly incorporate

the indicator variable GFCt, which takes the value of 1 whenever an observation lies

within the period 2007-2011.13 Interacting GFCt with bank characteristics also allows

me to compare the relative performance of CRE portfolios during times of widespread

financial distress against how they fare in normal times. Finally, the vector Xb,t includes

fixed effects for the state where the bank’s headquarters are located, indicator variables

identifying community banks as defined by the FDIC as well as banks that eventually

failed, the average CRE-loan-market competition faced by the bank as measured by a

weighted average of county HHIs with the weights given by the fraction of the bank’s

branches located in each county, and additional bank controls, which are averaged over

13I include 2007 because real estate prices started dropping even before the widespread banking and

financial crisis.
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the previous two years. I winsorize the top and bottom .5% of the dependent variable

for each year and cluster standard errors at the bank level. Earlydelinqb,t is then

standardized to have mean 0 and unit variance. The estimation results are shown in

the first column of Table 4.

To interpret the differences in early delinquency rates among different bank groups

and during different economic environments, I use the coefficients involving bank size

and the indicators for GFC and CRE holdings to calculate the delinquency gap between

a bank-period category and a baseline category. The baseline category corresponds to

the performance of small, non-CRE banks during normal times. These quantities,

along with their 95% confidence intervals are plotted in Figure 3. The bars in Figure

3 represent estimates for the extreme values (i.e., 0 or 1) of Sizer. For example, the

bar corresponding to small CRE banks during the GFC is constructed as the sum of

the coefficients for GFC, crebank and GFC : crebank, while the bar denoting the

delinquency gap between large CRE banks during non-crisis periods is calculated as

the sum of the coefficients for Sizer, crebank, and crebank : Sizer.

The results show that the CRE portfolios of small banks are riskier, i.e., they have a

higher probability of missed payments as measured by the relative value of loans delin-

quent between 30 and 90 days. This is true in both normal economic environments

and during periods of economic distress, here denoted by the GFC dummy. Interest-

ingly, among small banks, the delinquency gap between CRE specialists and other small

banks is negative and significant during normal times, indicating that the portfolios of

small CRE specialists perform better than those of small non specialists. During the

GFC, however, while the delinquency rates of both groups of small banks rose signif-

icantly, the growth in 30-89 day delinquencies was substantially larger for small CRE

specialists than for non-specialists, suggesting procyclical realized defaults in their CRE

portfolios. In other words, Figure 3 shows that 1) small banks have riskier portfolios

than large banks in terms of early delinquency rates, 2) the delinquency rates of small

CRE specialists fluctuate more than those of other small banks, suggesting that larger

exposure to systematic risk, and, importantly, 3) small CRE specialists hold riskier

CRE portfolios than large CRE banks.
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4.1.1. From early delinquencies to permanent delinquencies

Above I argued that early delinquencies, i.e., the fraction of loans 30-89 days delin-

quent, constitute a measure of the missed-payment probability involved in a portfolio

of loans that is less affected by a specific lender’s strategies of dealing with loan default.

Following that same logic, what happens to loans after being in the early delinquency

stage can provide insights into a bank’s success rate in dealing with distressed loan. In

simple terms, a loan that is delinquent between 30 and 89 days could remain delinquent

or the borrower could resume payments. In the first case, the loan would be classified as

over-90-day delinquent and, eventually, non-accruing, which would lead to foreclosure.

If, on the other hand, the borrower resumes payments, the loan leaves the delinquent

pool entirely.

In the second column of Table 4 I show the results of estimating a version of equation

2 in which the dependent variable measures more permanent stages of delinquency.

Specifically, I regress the ratio of loans over 90 days delinquent and non-accruals to

total CRE loans, called Delinq, on the same set of bank characteristics. I display point

estimates and 95% confidence intervals for the relevant combinations of coefficients

for each group of banks in Figure 4. The results show that small CRE banks have

comparable delinquency rates to large CRE specialists during normal times. During

the GFC, however, large CRE specialists were the worst-performing group.

The results in Figures 3 and 4 highlight the contrast in the relative performance

of bank groups depending on which delinquency measure is used. On one hand, small

CRE banks perform worse than larger institutions in terms of early delinquencies. On

the other hand, large banks that specialize in CRE constitute the worst-performing

category during the GFC regarding later stage delinquencies.

The contrast between the two figures provides additional evidence supporting the

hypothesis that small banks have a competitive advantage in CRE because of how they

handle loans once they default. These findings complement the analysis of recovery rates

given foreclosure by shedding light on the behavior of commercial banks during earlier

stages of loan distress. Besides minimizing losses conditional on foreclosure, small CRE

banks also prevent loan defaults from becoming loan chargeoffs. The reasons behind
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this outcomes might involve the interaction of bank officers with borrowers in the early

stages of default, with the objective of working out ways to get the loan back on

track early on.14 Alternatively, although perhaps less plausibly, small CRE banks may

motivate their clients to find a buyer willing to assume the existing loan. If, however,

foreclosure becomes necessary, small CRE banks can still minimize losses due to their

ability to get relatively high recovery rates from property sales.

A third alternative, also related to the strategies triggered by loan delinquency

followed by each bank, relates to the probability of foreclosure. If, for example, certain

banks tend to wait things away before foreclosing the mortgage, they might have more

loans in the later stages of delinquency than banks that, for example, automatically

foreclose any loan that has been delinquent for more than 90 days. This could be of

particular importance in the case of small CRE specialists that, as per 3, have higher

recovery rates on a per-loan basis. For example, given their ability to realize high

recovery rates through property sales, small CRE banks might expedite the foreclosure

process once a loan stays delinquent for more than 90 days, leading to higher charge-

off rates. This, however, is not backed by charge-off data contained in call reports.

Figure 5 repeats the analysis in Figures 3 and 4 using the banks’ CRE charge-off

rate as dependent variable. The pattern in the plot is similar to the one observed for

delinquency rates, with large CRE-focused lenders experiencing the worst performance.

Since the charge-off rates line-up with delinquencies, but not with early delinquencies,

it is unlikely that the differences between early delinquencies and delinquencies are

explained by the banks’ propensity to foreclose given default.

The results in this subsection provide evidence supporting that 1) the CRE loans

in the portfolios of small banks are riskier than those held by large banks in terms

of their probability of becoming delinquent; and 2) large banks perform worse in the

sense that they have larger amounts of CRE loans in later, more permanent stages of

delinquency and, higher losses due to loan performance, as measured by their charge-off

rates. Put together, these facts support the hypothesis that small banks, particularly

14Berger et al. (2005), for example, show that small banks have more frequent interactions with their

borrowers than larger institutions.
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those specializing in CRE, have a comparative advantage in the sector because of their

ability to manage distressed loans.

4.2. Property types

The academic literature has documented stable differences in CRE default probability

depending on a loan’s underlying property type.15 In this subsection, I explore differ-

ences in property type composition in the loan originations of different groups of banks

and discuss how they relate to portfolio risk. I categorize lenders into different groups

according to their CRE portfolio share and their size. To classify banks according to

their CRE holdings, I use the variable crebank, which identifies banks that ranked

within the top quintile of commercial bank CRE portfolio shares during the quarter

corresponding to the loan origination. Throughout this subsection, I consider a bank

small if its size lies below $5 billion in real 2020 USD. I label all banks with assets

above $5 billion in real 2020 USD as large.

After classifying the banks according to size and CRE holdings, I calculate the share

of originated loans by each bank group that corresponds to each property type. In other

words, for a given size-CRE group, I sum the loan amounts devoted to each property

type and divide them by the sum of all loans made by the group. I call the resulting

quantities loan origination portfolio shares, and plot them in Figure 6, bucketing all

banks without a high CRE concentration into a single group.

Figure 6 shows that the mortgages originated by small banks with a CRE focus

are different from other banks with respect to the relative shares of each property

type. Notably, the share of apartment loans in total originations is lower for small CRE

specialists than for other lenders. The relative underinvestment in apartment properties

by itself might increase the risk exposure of small CRE banks, as indicated by several

metrics of volatility. One example from the academic literature is Downing et al. (2008),

who estimate implied volatilities for office, multifamily, retail, and industrial properties

using loans pooled into CMBS and conclude that multifamily loans are the least volatile

among the four property types they analyze.

15See, for example, Downing et al. (2008).
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Small CRE specialists also invest relatively more than other banks in loans backed

by hotels and development projects. The latter have generally considered a particularly

risky type of lending. Balla et al. (2019), for example, study the determinants of bank

failures during two different crises and find that CRE and, particularly, construction and

land development lending (CLD), are positively associated with a bank’s probability

of failure. CLD loans have also been identified by regulators as especially risky. In

2006, federal regulatory agencies issued a joint guidance encouraging banks with high

concentrations of CRE, and CLD loans in particular, to follow minimum underwriting

standards.16 Furthermore, construction loans, with some exceptions, are considered

High Volatility Commercial Real Estate (HVCRE) and receive a higher risk weight

under the Basel III framework.17 Hotel loans are also widely considered amongst the

riskiest real estate loans. deRoos et al. (2014) document that the risk premium for

hotel loans has been historically higher than for office loans, which according to the

estimates in Downing et al. (2008), rank higher in implied volatility than multifamily

and retail properties.

The distinction is not as clear considering the relative share of originations corre-

sponding to retail, industrial, and office properties. Of the four major analyzed by

Downing et al. (2008), office and industrial loans have the highest implied volatili-

ties. Figure 6 shows that, the office share of loan originations is higher for small CRE

specialists than for large CRE banks. However, banks without a CRE focus have a

considerably larger share of office originations. This is similar to the case of CRE loans

backed by industrial properties: among CRE-focused banks, small institutions rank first

in terms of the share of industrial loans in total originations; however, the origination

share of industrial properties for non specialists is as high as it is for small CRE banks.

Interestingly, small CRE lenders originate relatively more retail loans, a property type

with a relatively low volatility according to (Downing et al., 2008). However, recent

trends in retail real estate, such as competition from e-commerce, might have made

retail loans riskier in recent years.

16Bassett and Marsh (2017) study the impact of the guidance on bank outcomes and find that banks

with high concentrations experienced slower growth in CRE and CLD lending after the guidance.
17See Glancy and Kurtzman (2022) for a description of the category.
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In sum, the relative weight of apartments, development projects, and hotels in the

origination portfolio of CRE specialists suggest a CRE portfolio that is overall riskier

ex ante than that of other lenders in terms of property type mix. This, together with

the fact that small CRE banks have higher realized defaults (Figure 3), supports the

hypothesis that the advantage of small CRE banks in handling distressed loans makes

them particularly competitive in the types of loans that are more likely to experience

distress.

5. Potential mechanisms

5.1. Screening for recovery potential

In this subsection, I present evidence suggesting that the recovery advantage of small

CRE-focused banks does not rely crucially on their ability to screen loans based on

their potential for high recovery rates given default. I attempt to discern whether

the difference in recovery rates between small and large CRE specialists stems from

screening at origination or from the bank’s ability to handle its assets once they become

troubled. Recovery rates could, on one hand, be determined by the lender’s ability to

screen based on the recovery potential of the collateral. For example, a lender might

be more inclined to originate a loan if they know the underlying property is unlikely

to produce large losses even in the event of loan default. On the other hand, recovery

rates could vary according to the bank’s ability to deal with distressed loans, including,

in the case of foreclosed properties, its associates’ ability to market and sell CRE.

Bank acquisitions provide an opportunity to observe cases in which loan originations

and property sales are performed by two different institutions. If the recovery advantage

of small CRE-specialized banks comes mainly from their ability to identify properties

that minimize losses in the event of default, then the loan recovery rates associated with

those properties should be relatively high regardless of whether the bank that is forced

to sell the collateral is the originator or a different institution. I augment the sample

of foreclosed property sales by adding transactions in which the seller of the property

is a bank that acquired the loan originator. I create the variable acqlen, which equals

one if the property is sold by a bank that acquired the loan originator and add it as a
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regressor in equation 1.

Before discussing the results in Table 5, it is important to consider that these spec-

ifications might suffer from power issues because transactions involving properties sold

by banks that acquired the loan originators are relatively rare. This problem is exac-

erbated if the objective is to compare the outcomes of loans originated by small CRE

banks to the recovery rates corresponding to large CRE banks. I am able to identify

236 foreclosed property sales that involve loans made by acquired banks, of which only

110 were originated by CRE specialists.

The statistical insignificance of acqlen in column (1) of Table 5 suggests that the

loan recovery rates realized through sales of properties sold by banks that acquired

the loan originators do not differ from other cases. A similar conclusion applies to the

loans originated by subsequently absorbed CRE specialists: according to the estimates

in column (2), the recovery rates of these loans were not different from the rest. I

break down this coefficient by the size of the originator in column (3). Strikingly, the

results of interacting crebank, acqlen, and lender size suggest that loans originated by

small CRE specialists had significantly lower recovery rates than those associated with

other transactions, given the negative and significant coefficient of crebank : acqlen.

To guarantee that these results are not the product of acquisitions of distressed banks,

I replicate the exercise controlling for whether the acquisition involved government

assistance and show the results in Appendix Table C.15. The main takeaway remains:

loans originated by small CRE banks had significantly lower loan recovery rates in cases

where a different bank, the acquirer, sold the foreclosed property. This is contrary to

what would be expected if the recovery advantage of small CRE banks stemmed from

their ability to screen loans based on the collateral’s ex ante potential for recovery.

5.2. The role of client networks

A different mechanism that could lead to higher recovery rates involves a bank’s rela-

tionship with its clients. Banks with access to a pool of potential CRE investors might

achieve better outcomes for the properties they are forced to sell after foreclosure. In

this subsection, I investigate the association between recovery rates and property buy-

ers by exploring whether the buyer’s relationship with the selling bank is connected
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to the seller’s ability to obtain higher recovery rates. My findings show that recovery

rates are higher for transactions that involve buyers with a relationship with the bank.

In Appendix A, I complement this analysis and find that 1) CRE specialists are more

likely than other lenders to sell foreclosed properties to their former and existing clients,

and 2) small banks are more likely to finance the acquisition of a foreclosed property

that they are selling. However, as I discuss below, these practices do not fully explain

the differences in recovery rates.

I first explore whether recovery rates are higher for transactions in which the buyer

had at some point received a commercial mortgage from the selling bank. In other

words, my intention is to examine potential differences in recovery rates for transactions

that involve a buyer that belongs to the bank’s network of CRE borrowers. Columns

(1) and (2) of Table 6 present the results of estimating versions of equation 1 in which

Xi,t includes the variable network, which indicates if the buyer had previously received

a CRE loan from the bank according to my data set. The results in the first column

indicate that when the a bank sells the property to one of its existing or former clients,

the recovery rate is higher by 19 percentage points on average. This finding speaks to

an interesting aspect of relationship lending. Besides the standard up- and cross-selling

of financial products, a bank might use its relationships with clients to sell assets, such

as previously foreclosed properties. The apparent premium paid by existing clients in

these type of transactions could be related to diminished search costs.

However, column (2) of Table 6 shows that this relationship differs across bank

types: selling a property to existing clients favors mostly banks that do not specialize

in CRE, as indicated by the relatively high coefficient of network. CRE specialists, on

the other hand, do not seem to rely on their former clients to boost their recovery rate

advantage, as implied by the sum of the coefficient for network and the significantly

negative coefficient of the interaction term crebank : network. Interestingly, however,

the inclusion of existing client relationships in the regression model does not alter the

magnitude or significance of the estimated coefficients for CRE concentration and bank

size. This indicates that small banks that specialize in CRE lending do not obtain their

recovery advantage through this particular channel.
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Alternatively, a lender may facilitate the sale of a foreclosed property by providing

the buyer with a mortgage. Because the financial constraints of prospective buyers

might, in other circumstances, delay the sale and reduce the transaction price, a bank

might benefit from providing funds to new buyers in the form of a loan backed by

the previously foreclosed property. I study this possibility by including the variable

samelend in 1, and present the results in columns (3) and (4) of Table 6. While

the estimates suggest that recovery rates are indeed higher for transactions in which

the selling bank provides the buyer with a new commercial mortgage backed by the

property, a few caveats are warranted. Lender information is available for just 40%

of the transactions; for the rest of the observations, two alternatives might cause the

absence of lender information: the lack of a loan, in the case of an all-cash transaction,

or difficulties in the data collection process for transactions involving a foreclosed assets.

This kind of selection both biases the results and reduces statistical power, thus making

the estimation less reliable.

The estimated coefficients in column (3) indicate that recovery rates are indeed

higher if the bank finances the foreclosed property sale by offering a new loan to the

buyer. However, the difference in recovery rates between small and large CRE spe-

cialists, given by the sum of the coefficients for Sizer and crebank : Sizer, retains

its economic and statistical significance, indicating that small CRE specialists have an

advantage over large CRE-focused banks even in cases that do not involve making a

loan to the buyer of the property. Adding the interaction term crebank : samelend in

column (4) yields interesting results for the rest of the coefficients. Most notably, the

interaction term has a large positive and significant coefficient, indicating that CRE

specialized lenders that finance the property’s purchase get recovery rates that are

close to 30pp higher. Moreover, the recovery advantage of small CRE-focused banks

after controlling for this interaction decreases, particularly with respect to other small

lenders. This suggests that the ability or willingness to lend to the property’s new

owner might, indeed, be amongst the reasons why CRE specialization matters among

small banks. On the other hand, the advantage with respect to large CRE specialists

remains significant at the 10% level, although lower than in the case of column (3), is
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larger than in the baseline specifications shown in Section 3.18

While data limitations limit the to focus to foreclosed properties, lenders could also

use their network of clients to eschew fire sales even before foreclosure becomes neces-

sary. For example, a struggling property owner could communicate her concerns to the

lender, who knows other CRE investors who could be interested in buying the property

and making the required changes to get the property back on a stable path. Provided

that all parties reach an agreement, the original owner sells the property to another

client of the bank without further damaging her credit status or her relationship with

the lender; the bank eschews a potentially costly renegotiation or foreclosure process;

and the buyer adds a new property to her portfolio. In this hypothetical case, the bank

essentially acts as a broker who facilitates the sale of a property, while simultaneously

preventing the losses associated with a non-performing loan.

5.3. Geographic proximity

The academic literature has documented that the geographic distance between banks

and borrowers can shape credit outcomes due to its impact on information acquisition.19

In this subsection, I analyze whether the geographic proximity between a bank and the

property is related to loan recovery rates. Specifically, I use data on branch locations

from the Summary of Deposits (SODs) and look for cases in which the bank had a

branch in the same county as the property. I then construct the variables branchorig

and branchsale, indicating whether the bank had a full-service branch in the property’s

county at the time of loan origination and property sale, respectively.

In Table 7, I show the estimation results of estimating equation 1 adding branchorig

and branchsale as regressors. Columns (1) and (3) of Table 7 show that having a branch

close to the property does not have an impact on banks’ recovery rates on average.

However, columns (2) and (4) show that, while there relationship between distance to

the property and recovery rate is negligible for non specialists, CRE focused banks got

18The sum of the estimated coefficients for Sizer and crebank : Sizer is -0.56 and its standard error

is 0.29.
19See, for example, Agarwal and Hauswald (2010), Petersen and Rajan (2002), or Nguyen (2019).
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significantly higher recovery rates for properties located in the same county as one of

their branches. In column (5), I include both variables simultaneously to explore their

relative importance and find that the only statistically significant coefficient corresponds

to crebank : branchsale, suggesting, unsurprisingly, that physical proximity during the

recovery process is more important for recovery rates than distance at origination.

A key aspect of the results in Table 7 is that adding the proximity indicators as

regressors does not impact the estimated recovery advantage of small CRE banks. The

coefficient for crebank is only marginally lower —3 percentage points at most — than

in the baseline specifications in Table 2. More importantly, the sum of Sizer and

its interaction with crebank is at least 47 percentage points across all specifications,

indicating that small CRE-focused banks have a large advantage in recovery rates with

respect to large CRE specialists even in cases in which they don’t have a branch in the

property’s county. In other words, being geographically close to the properties is in fact

relevant for both small and large CRE-focused lenders.

6. Model

In this section, I theoretically formalize the connection between a comparative ad-

vantage in handling loan defaults and portfolio-level risk profile. In broad terms, my

objective is to facilitate the intuition that a bank that has developed the ability to

minimize losses from loan defaults will, in equilibrium, lend relatively more to riskier

projects. The reason for this is that the bank’s skill at recovery is more useful in a

portfolio where default risk is higher. Since diversification alleviates the idiosyncratic

default risk at the CRE portfolio level, the recovery advantage makes banks more com-

petitive in the market for loans that have a greater exposure to systematic risk. This,

in turn, leads specialized lenders with a recovery advantage to hold portfolios that ex-

perience higher delinquency rates. I show that this outcome contrasts with the case in

which the lender’s comparative advantage stems from its ability to screen loans based

on private information about the probability of default. Linking the model to the em-

pirical results in this paper, I conclude that the nature of the comparative advantage

of small CRE-focused banks is related to recovery.

I start from a spatial model of competition between two lenders in the style of
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Hotelling (1929), which I combine with the loan portfolio model in Vasicek (2002) to

analyze the composition and performance of each lender’s portfolio in equilibrium.20 In

particular, I allow for the existence of two types of projects (or borrowers) that differ

in their failure probability. Riskier projects have a higher unconditional probability

of default pi. In each case, I solve for the equilibrium market shares of each lender

for the two types of loans, which, in turn, determine the composition of each lender’s

portfolio in equilibrium. As I show below, the model’s predictions about delinquency

rates and portfolio composition depend crucially on the specific nature of the special-

ist’s advantage: since the recovery advantage is more relevant for loans that are more

likely to default, the lender’s portfolio becomes tilted towards riskier loans. Under a

similar framework, a bank with a screening advantage that enables the selection of good

projects, for example, would hold a safer portfolio than its competitors, i.e. would have

lower delinquency rates unconditionally.

6.1. Basic framework

6.1.1. Borrowers

A unit mass of entrepreneurs is uniformly distributed along a unit-length line. Each

entrepreneur has access to an investment opportunity that costs $1, but lacks the

funds to finance it and needs to borrow them from a bank. Each successful project

produces $R, and unsuccessful projects yield $0. Projects have a maturity of 1 period:

entrepreneurs borrow money and invest at the beginning of the period, and at the

end of the period they receive their proceeds and pay the corresponding debt service

to their lender. There are two types of projects: G and B, each equally likely to

occur. Entrepreneurs observe the type of their project and make borrowing decisions

accordingly. A project’s type characterizes its unconditional probability of default.

Building upon Vasicek (2002), project i defaults if

20Several papers have used spatial models of this kind to model loan market competition. See, for

example Besanko and Thakor (1992) and Heddergott and Laitenberger (2017). Relatedly, Martinez-

Miera and Repullo (2010) use the Vasicek (2002) framework of loan default in a model about the

relationship between banking competition and failure. My model, however, links a bank’s comparative

advantage to a bank’s performance in terms of loan defaults.
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−Φ−1(pi) +
√
ρz +

√
1− ρεi < 0. (3)

In the expression above, Φ(·) denotes the CDF of the standard normal distribution,

and (z, ε1, ε2, ...) are mutually independent standard normal random variables.21 The

random variable z can be interpreted as a common risk factor that influences all projects

according to their degree of exposure ρ. The projects differ in their riskiness, which

in the model is determined by their unconditional probability of default pi. Type-G

projects default with probability pG, which I assume to be lower than the probability

of failure for type-B projects, pB. Given this parameterization, projects of type B are

riskier than type-G projects.

6.1.2. Banks

Entrepreneurs are penniless and, therefore, need to borrow funds from a bank to

finance their investment projects. There are two banks, Bank S and Bank L, each

located at opposite ends of the unit-length line. I assume that banks have enough

funding capacity to make as many loans as the borrowers demand from them, i.e., they

don’t have capital constraints. Furthermore, I assume that every project is fully funded

by one of the two banks. Banks may observe the borrowers’ types, but not their location

within the unit-length line. Using their information about the borrower’s type, banks

quote an interest rate to each borrower.

6.1.3. Choice of lender

Borrowers must pay a transportation cost to meet their lender and obtain the loan,

which is proportional to the distance between them and the banks. The cost per unit

of distance that borrowers pay may be different across banks. This flexibility allows me

to capture situations in which one bank may find it more difficult to attract customers.

One such situation could be related to banking regulations that favor specific types of

competitors (e.g., shadow banks). The transportation cost could also be interpreted as

21Notice that the probability of default is given by Pr
[
−Φ−1(pi) +

√
ρz +

√
1− ρεi < 0

]
=

Φ
(
Φ−1(pi)

)
= pi.
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a reduced-form parameter for the local competitive environment.22

Borrowers get quotes from both banks and choose a lender based on the most fa-

vorable combination of loan terms and transportation cost. Formally, a type-G en-

trepreneur located at a distance δ from Bank S must pay tSδ to borrow from Bank

S. Alternatively, she could get financing from Bank L by paying transportation cost

tL(1− δ). Denoting γk the amount (interest and principal) that must be paid to bank

k at maturity, the entrepreneur will take a loan from Bank S if and only if

(1− pG)(R− γS)− tSδ ≥ (1− pG)(R− γL)− tL(1− δ). (4)

From the above expression, it follows that all type-G entrepreneurs separated from

Bank S by a distance lower or equal than δ will choose Bank S to finance their projects.

Because entrepreneurs are uniformly distributed along the unit-length line, the fraction

of type-G entrepreneurs that borrow from Bank S is given by

SG(γL, γS) =
(1− pG)(γL − γS) + tL

tS + tL
(5)

Similarly, a type-B entrepreneur chooses Bank S when (1 − pB)(R − βS) − tSδ ≥

(1− pB)(R− βS)− tL(1− δ), and the share of type-B borrowers serviced by Bank S is

SB(βL, βS) =
(1− pB)(βL − βS) + tL

tS + tL
, (6)

with βk denoting the amount payable to bank k once the loan matures.

Expressions 5 and 6 represent the market share of bank S as a function of the loan

terms offered by each lender to the corresponding borrower type. Given the assumption

that every project is funded by one of the two banks, the market shares of bank L are

simply 1− SG and 1− SB. Furthermore, because all borrowers receive a loan, the key

element determining the market share —other than transportation costs and default

probabilities, which are model parameters— is the difference in loan terms γL − γS

22To see this, consider that a higher transportation cost essentially makes it harder for a bank to

attract borrowers. In other words, the bank will attract fewer borrowers by offering the same loan

terms, which would also happen under increased loan market competition.
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and βL − βS. In the following subsections, I’ll describe the bank’s problem and obtain

closed-form expressions for the equilibrium loan terms and market shares.

6.1.4. Distribution of portfolio losses

Vasicek (2002) derives the distribution of portfolio losses when individual loan de-

faults behave according to equation 3. I use his results to obtain the distribution of

portfolio losses for each type of loan. Start by defining Lθi as the random variable that

takes a value of 1 if loan i of type θ defaults, and 0 otherwise. Then, for the case of n

loans of a given type, the fraction of type-θ loans that default is given by Lθ ≡ 1
n

∑n
i Lθi.

Conditional on z, the probability that a single loan of type θ defaults is given by

Ψθ(z) ≡ Φ

(
Φ−1(pθ)−

√
ρz

√
1− ρ

)
. (7)

Because z captures the unique common factor among the Li random variables, they

are conditionally i.i.d. Then, by the law of large numbers, for a large-enough number of

loans (n → ∞), Lθ converges to E[Lθi] = Ψθ(z). In other words, the fraction of loans

of type θ that default conditional on the realization of the common risk factor coincides

with the conditional probability of default of a single type-θ loan.

The distribution of portfolio losses from type-θ loans Pr [Lθ ≤ x] when the number

of loans is sufficiently high is given by

Pr [Lθ ≤ x] = Pr [Ψθ(z) ≤ x] = Φ

(√
1− ρΦ−1(x)− Φ−1(pθ)√

ρ

)
(8)

As in Vasicek (2002), the mean of this distribution is pθ, and the corresponding

density function is

f(x; pθ, ρ) =

√
1− ρ

ρ

ϕ
(√

1−ρΦ−1(x)−Φ−1(pθ)√
ρ

)
ϕ (Φ−1(x))

. (9)

6.2. Recovery advantage

To illustrate the portfolio implications of a bank’s ability to gain a larger recovery rate,

I assume that one of the banks, Bank S, is able to recover a certain fraction κ from
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each failed loan. For simplicity, I will assume that Bank L’s recovery rate is zero. In

practice, this higher recovery rate could come from obtaining higher prices when selling

foreclosed collateral from delinquent mortgages. Because I’m interested particularly in

the implications of a different recovery rate, I will assume, for now, that the banks are

identical in their ability to perfectly observe the type of each entrepreneur.

The bank with the recovery advantage, Bank S, maximizes its expected payoff by

choosing loan terms, i.e., repayment amounts (γS, βS). The objective function is given

by

E

{
1

2
SG [(1− LG)γS + LGκ− 1] +

1

2
SB [(1− LB)βS + LBκ− 1]

}
. (10)

To interpret expression 10, recall that the demand for loans is split equally between

the two types for borrowers, that the bank always finds it profitable to make a loan to

either type of borrower, and that all borrowers receive a loan, leading automatically to

market clearing. The probability that a borrower’s type is G is one half, and the share

of type-G borrowers Bank S is able to attract is given by SG, which is itself a function

of γS per equation 5. Bank S receives γS from the fraction 1− LG of succesful type-G

entrepreneurs. The remaining fraction LG of loans defaults, yielding a recovery rate of

κ to Bank S. Since equation 10 corresponds to Bank S’s net payoffs, I subtract the

loan amount disbursed by the lender at the beginning of the period. The rest of the

elements in the objective function correspond analogously to loans to borrowers of type

B.

As stated above, other than the costs paid by the entrepreneur, the only difference

between the two lenders lies in the amount that Bank S is able to recover from each

loan. Consequently, the expected net payoff of Bank L is similar to equation 10 with a

recovery rate of zero:

E

{
1

2
(1− SG) [(1− LG)γL − 1] +

1

2
(1− SB) [(1− LB)βL − 1]

}
. (11)
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6.2.1. Recovery advantage: equilibrium loan terms

In the previous section, I argue that, for a number of loans that is large enough,

the fraction of loans of each type that default Lθ converges to its expectation, which

coincides with Ψθ(z) in equation 7. This implies that, provided that the banks lend

to enough borrowers of each type, the only random variables inside the expectations

in equations 10 and 11 are ΨG(z) and ΨB(z), which are in turn functions of a single

random variable z, the common risk factor. Relying on the result in Vasicek (2002) that

E [Ψθ(z)] = pθ, it is straightforward to find the repayment amounts ((γS, βS) , (γL, βL))

that maximize both banks’ expected net payoffs:

γS =
ts+ 2tL + 3− 2pGκ

3(1− pG)
βS =

ts+ 2tL + 3− 2pBκ

3(1− pB)
(12)

γL =
2ts+ tL + 3− pGκ

3(1− pG)
βL =

2ts+ tL + 3− pBκ

3(1− pB)
. (13)

The quantities above have two properties worth discussing. First, when compar-

ing the terms offered to borrowers of different type by the same lender, the amount

charged to type-G entrepreneurs is lower than what type-B borrowers must repay at

maturity. In other words, the difference in unconditional default probabilities make

both lenders offer more favorable terms to type-G borrowers. Second, for the case of

symmetric transportation costs, the repayment amounts required by Bank S are lower

those charged by Bank L because the recovery advantage of Bank S allows it to offer

more attractive loan terms than its competitors.

6.2.2. Recovery advantage: Equilibrium market shares

The quantities in equations 12 and 13, along with the transportation costs and

unconditional default probabilities, determine the lenders’ shares of the market for

each loan type. Substituting the equilibrium repayment amounts in the expressions for

the market shares of Bank S (eqs. 5 and 6) yields:

SG =
tS + 2tL + pGκ

3(tS + tL)
; SB =

tS + 2tL + pBκ

3(tS + tL)
. (14)
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It is worth highlighting a few properties of the market shares in equation 14. First,

the recovery advantage of Bank S has an intuitively positive impact in its market share

for both types of loans. Second, in the case of symmetric transportation costs, Bank

S’s advantage allows it to serve a larger portion of both markets than its competitor.23

Third, because type-B borrowers are more likely to default unconditionally than type-G

entrepreneurs, the market share of Bank S is larger for type-B loans than for type-G

loans. This, in turn, implies that Bank S effectively tilts its portfolio holdings towards

type-B loans. An interpretation for this outcome is that, because type-B loans are

less likely to succeed, the recovery advantage of Bank S becomes more relevant in the

market for type-B loans. For this reason, the competitive edge of Bank S is larger for

type-B loans, leading to a larger market share for the riskier loans.

6.3. Screening advantage

I model an informational advantage that leads to better screening prior to loan origi-

nation as differences in the lender’s ability to properly identify the borrower’s type. In

particular, the bank with the screening advantage, Bank S, perfectly observes whether

it faces a borrower of type G or B. Bank L, on the other hand, cannot distinguish across

entrepreneur types and offers identical loan terms to all potential borrowers. That is,

γL = βL ≡ αL. In this scenario, Bank S faces a similar problem to the one stated in

equation 10, with κ = 0. Bank L, on the other hand, chooses the repayment amount

that maximizes the problem in 11 with the additional constraint γL = βL ≡ αL. Bank

L knows that its competitor can identify each borrower’s riskiness, and internalizes it

via the residual market shares 1− SG and 1− SB.

6.3.1. Screening advantage: equilibrium loan terms

Simultaneously solving the problems for both lenders yields the following equilibrium

loan terms:

αL =
1− pG + 1− pB

(1− pG)2 + (1− pB)2

(
2

3
tS +

1

3
tL + 1

)
(15)

23Note that, under symmetric transportation costs, the market shares become SG = 1
2 + pGκ

6t .
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γS =
1

2

{
αL +

tL + 1

1− pG

}
; βS =

1

2

{
αL +

tL + 1

1− pB

}
. (16)

Intuitively, since borrowers of type G are less likely to default than type-B en-

trepreneurs, Bank S requires a lower repayment amount to its type-G clients in equilib-

rium, i.e., γS < βS. Comparing the equilibrium loan terms of Bank S to the repayment

amount required by Bank L is not as straightforward, mainly because it depends on

the relative values of transportation costs tS and tL. However, it is useful to point out

that in the case of symmetric transportation costs, Bank S charges less than Bank L

to type-G borrowers, but the opposite is true for type-B clients, i.e., γS < αL < βS.

6.3.2. Screening advantage: equilibrium market shares

The equilibrium market shares when Bank S has a screening advantage are:

SG =
(1− pG)αL − 1 + tL

2(tS + tL)
; SB =

(1− pB)αL − 1 + tL
2(tS + tL)

. (17)

Clearly, because pG < pB, the market share of Bank S is larger for type-G loans.

6.4. Differences in portfolio-level default rates

The market shares and failure rates in the model allow for the calculation of portfolio-

level loan default rates for each bank, defined as the fraction of the total loans made by

each bank that fails. Formally, the default rate of Bank S, λS, is given by a weighted

sum of the failure rates LG and LB:

λS =
SG

SG + SB

LG +
SB

SG + SB

LB. (18)

Similarly, the expression for Bank L’s default rate is

λL =
1− SG

1− SG + 1− SB

LG +
1− SB

1− SG + 1− SB

LB. (19)

To facilitate the comparison between both quantities, I denote the difference in

default rates ∆λ ≡ λS − λL. The resulting expression is:
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∆λ(z) =
(SG − SB)(ΨG(z)−ΨB(z))

(2− SG − SB)(SG + SB)
. (20)

To compare the default rates of Bank S against Bank L, it suffices to determine

the sign of the expression in equation 20. Since the denominator is the product of

the total loans held by both banks, its sign is strictly positive. This implies that the

sign of λS − λL is fully determined by the quantities in the numerator. The sign of

ΨG(z)−ΨB(z) is negative.
24 On the other hand, the sign of SG − SB varies depending

on the nature of the comparative advantage of Bank S.

In the case of a recovery advantage, a higher unconditional probability of default

for type-B loans allows Bank S to achieve a higher market share for this type of loans.

Consequently, type-B loans take up the majority of Bank S’s loan portfolio, i.e. SG −

SB < 0. Thus, the portfolio-level default rate is higher for Bank S than for Bank B.

In the model, Bank S compensates the effect of higher default rates by recovering a

fraction of loan defaults. This is consistent with the empirical evidence shown in Section

4: among banks that specialize in CRE lending, early delinquency rates are higher for

small institutions relative to large banks. However, small CRE banks make up for the

higher default rates by preventing early delinquencies from becoming permanent.

The case of a screening advantage has different implications. Bank S discriminates

between different types of borrowers and minimizes losses from loan defaults by offering

more competitive terms to type-G borrowers. This leads to a higher share of the type-G

loan market for Bank S. In turn, Bank S tends to have a lower portfolio default rate

than Bank L, contrary to the evidence shown in Figure 3.

In summary, a recovery advantage in the event of default allows a bank to become

more competitive across all types of loans. However, the gain in competitivenes and,

consequently, market share, is higher for loans that are particularly likely to experience

distress. Put differently, the ability to alleviate losses from delinquent loans encourages

Bank S to offer relatively more aggressive loan terms to type-B borrowers, allowing

24Notice that ΨG(z) < ΨB(z) because
Φ−1(pG)−√

ρz√
1−ρ

<
Φ−1(pB)−√

ρz√
1−ρ

given the assumption that that

pG < pB .
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it to obtain a larger market share. Since the recovery advantage is more valuable for

high-risk loans, the bank holds more of them in equilibrium, leading to a relatively high

portfolio-level default rate that is compensated by the high recovery rate achievable by

the bank. An informational advantage that allows banks to identify safe projects would

lead to opposite outcomes in terms of default rates and would not explain the difference

in recovery rates given foreclosure.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, I document that small banks that specialize in CRE lending have an

advantage in handling distressed loans. Analyzing the outcomes obtained by banks

through the sales of foreclosed properties, I document that small CRE specialists ob-

tain higher average recovery rates than any other bank groups, and that this advantages

decreases with size. The recovery advantage is robust to property and bank characteris-

tics. Beyond that, the higher average recovery rates persist even after controlling for the

nature of the relationship between the foreclosed property’s buyer and the selling bank

and the geographic proximity between the property and the bank’s offices. Moreover,

outcomes from loans of acquired banks suggest that the recovery advantage is unlikely

to stem from the ability of small CRE banks to screen loans prior to origination.

I argue that an advantage of this nature gives small banks with a CRE focus a

competitive edge particularly in those type of loans that are more likely to experience

default. I back this claim empirically by showing that small CRE specialist experience

higher CRE early default rates than large banks, both during normal economic times

and during economic crises. Interestingly, small CRE specialists perform better than

their large competitors in terms of more permanent measures of default (charge-offs

and over-90 day delinquencies), which suggests that small CRE banks are succesful in

handling distressed loans even before the foreclosure stage. I also show that small CRE

specialists have a mix of property types that exposes to a high level of default risk.

Specifically, they originate relatively fewer apartment loans and more construction and

hotel loans than large CRE-focused banks.

Finally, I formalize the argument through a model of banking competition that

allows me to compare the implications of different types of comparative advantage in
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banking. Using this framework, I show that an advantage in recovery leads lenders to

hold loan portfolios with higher default rates in equilibrium. This contrasts with the

case of a screening advantage, which allows the lender to identify the risk profile of

potential borrowers. By offering attractive terms to borrowers with a low probability

of default, lenders gain a relatively large market share for those type of loans that have

higher default probability.
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Figure 1: Share of small banks by loan category. For each loan category, the graph
shows the ratio of loans held by small banks to total bank loans in the corresponding category at the
end of each year between 2001 and 2020. Small banks are defined as those with under $5 billion in
assets, measured in real 2020 USD using the implicit GDP deflator.
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Figure 2: Number of observations per year. The graph shows the yearly number of
observations in the sample of bank sales of foreclosed properties. The bars in light gray represent sales
of foreclosed properties, whereas the darker bars correspond to their associated loans.
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Figure 3: Differences in early delinquency rates. The graph shows the linear combi-
nations of the coefficients for crebank, Sizer, and GFC in equation 2, along with their corresponding
interactions according to each lender group and economic period. Each bar shows average differences
in the standardized dependent variable with respect to the baseline category: small non-specialists
(”Small other”) during normal times. Results for small and large banks are calculated using values of
0 and 1 for Sizer, respectively.
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Figure 4: Differences in delinquency rates. The graph shows the linear combinations of the
coefficients for crebank, Sizer, and GFC in equation 2 using Delinq as dependent variable, along with
their corresponding interactions according to each lender group and economic period. Each bar shows
average differences in the standardized dependent variable with respect to the baseline category: small
non-specialists (”Small other”) during normal times. Results for small and large banks are calculated
using values of 0 and 1 for Sizer, respectively.
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Figure 5: Differences in charge-off rates. The graph shows the linear combinations of
the coefficients for crebank, Sizer, and GFC in equation 2 using Chargeoff as dependent variable,
along with their corresponding interactions according to each lender group and economic period. Each
bar shows average differences in the standardized dependent variable with respect to the baseline
category: small non-specialists (”Small other”) during normal times. Results for small and large
banks are calculated using values of 0 and 1 for Sizer, respectively.
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Figure 6: Loan origination portfolio. The figure shows, for each group of banks, the share of
loan originations that correspond to each property type. Small banks are defined as having $5 billion
or less in assets measured in real 2020 USD.
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Table 1: Summary statistics. The table shows summary statistics for property, loan and trans-
action characteristics (upper panel), and bank characteristics (lower panel). Priceo and Loanamto
and denote the price of the property and the loan amount at the time of loan origination, respectively.
LTVo corresponds to the loan-to-value ratio at origination. Prices denotes the transaction price of
the property sold by the bank, and recovs represents the loan recovery rate, measured as the ratio of
Prices to Loanamto. The dummy CBD indicates properties located in the Central Business District
(CBD) of a metropolitan area. All variables in the Bank characteristics panel are measured at the time
of loan origination. Size denotes bank assets in thousands of real USD, CREloans is the ratio of CRE
loans to Size. Liquidity denotes the sum of cash and available-for-sale securities, REO represents
the bank’s REO assets divided by Size, and T1ratio corresponds to the ratio of Tier 1 capital to
risk-weighted assets.

Bank sales Loan originations

Variable Mean SD p.25. p.50. p.75. N Mean.1 SD.1 p.25..1 p.50..1 p.75..1 N.1

Property and loan characteristics

.
Priceo 11,507,272 38,976,029 3,059,229 5,000,000 8,988,750 3,262 14,901,363 51,040,560 3,700,000 6,000,000 12,142,857 269,497
Loanamto 9,399,512 28,484,753 2,430,000 4,000,000 7,822,426 3,262 9,530,002 25,813,234 2,500,000 4,000,000 8,125,462 269,497
LTVo 0.9695 1.027 0.7019 0.7538 0.9001 3,262 0.7568 1.097 0.5928 0.7 0.795 269,497
Prices 8,373,034 46,446,438 1,785,938 2,850,000 5,000,000 3,262 - - - - - -
recovs 1.07 1.805 0.4732 0.6957 1.012 3,262 - - - - - -
CBD 0.07669 0.2661 0 0 0 3,260 0.1611 0.3676 0 0 0 269,424

Property type
Apartment 0.1781 0.3827 0 0 0 3,262 0.2768 0.4474 0 0 1 269,497
DevSite 0.08829 0.2838 0 0 0 3,262 0.02848 0.1663 0 0 0 269,497
Hotel 0.1193 0.3241 0 0 0 3,262 0.08975 0.2858 0 0 0 269,497
Industrial 0.1766 0.3814 0 0 0 3,262 0.2006 0.4005 0 0 0 269,497
Office 0.2186 0.4133 0 0 0 3,262 0.1724 0.3777 0 0 0 269,497
Retail 0.183 0.3867 0 0 0 3,262 0.1756 0.3805 0 0 0 269,497

Borrower type
Institutional 0.04249 0.2017 0 0 0 3,248 0.0705 0.256 0 0 0 269,232
Private 0.8608 0.3462 1 1 1 3,248 0.8315 0.3743 1 1 1 269,232
Public 0.02617 0.1597 0 0 0 3,248 0.01768 0.1318 0 0 0 269,232

Transaction type
Refinance 0.4341 0.4957 0 0 1 3,262 0.4562 0.4981 0 0 1 269,497
Sale 0.5607 0.4964 0 1 1 3,262 0.4777 0.4995 0 0 1 269,497

Buyer type
Institutional 0.08241 0.275 0 0 0 3,240 - - - - - -
Private 0.8071 0.3946 1 1 1 3,240 - - - - - -
Public 0.0142 0.1183 0 0 0 3,240 - - - - - -

Bank characteristics

.
Size 107,076,551 308,077,097 748,353 4,275,569 30,755,275 3,136 359,821,325 734,145,710 2,094,679 16,073,050 129,184,470 269,497
CREloans 0.3444 0.2118 0.158 0.3162 0.5059 3,136 0.2917 0.1906 0.117 0.2857 0.4216 269,497
Liquidity 0.1761 0.1094 0.09791 0.169 0.2259 3,136 0.2495 0.1375 0.1453 0.2243 0.356 269,497
REO 0.003114 0.008871 0 0.0003528 0.001893 3,136 0.001552 0.0058 0.00004255 0.0002716 0.001086 269,497
T1ratio 0.127 0.1505 0.09092 0.1022 0.1222 3,126 0.134 0.09273 0.1094 0.1231 0.1382 255,205
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Table 2: Differences in recovery rates. The table presents the results of regressions of
recovery rates on banks’ size, CRE holdings, and different sets of control variables. The variable
crebank denotes CRE specialization and equals one if the selling bank pertained to the top quintile of
CRE portfolio shares across all US commercial banks in the quarter of loan origination. Sizer refers to
the selling bank’s ranking in the distribution of bank size during the quarter of origination; it ranges
from 0 to 1, with Sizer = 1 for the largest bank in a given quarter. Transaction/borrower controls
include the type of buyer, seller, and transaction. The dependent variable is winsorized at the 2.5
and 97.5 percentiles. Standard errors are clustered by lender and quarter. (∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05;
∗p < 0.1)

Recovery rate
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

crebank −0.0843∗∗∗ 0.4175∗∗ 0.4045∗∗ 0.3871∗∗ 0.3732∗

(0.0312) (0.1815) (0.1813) (0.1804) (0.1940)
Sizer −0.0995 0.1076 0.1229 0.0647 0.0875

(0.1007) (0.1016) (0.0997) (0.1306) (0.1347)
crebank : Sizer −0.5681∗∗∗ −0.5536∗∗∗ −0.5407∗∗∗ −0.5555∗∗

(0.1975) (0.1974) (0.1977) (0.2141)
CBD 0.1135 0.1120 0.1279 0.1302 0.1306

(0.0840) (0.0836) (0.0820) (0.0811) (0.0913)
LTV −0.1489∗∗∗ −0.1470∗∗∗ −0.1876∗∗∗

(0.0382) (0.0380) (0.0415)
Liquidity 0.0536 0.0187

(0.1659) (0.1714)
REO −2.8215∗∗ −2.8991∗∗

(1.1622) (1.3793)
T1ratio −0.0924 −0.0735

(0.1024) (0.1086)
Transaction/Borrower Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Property Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
State F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Includes Dev. Site Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Standard Errors Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr
Num. obs. 3099 3099 3099 3089 2808
Adj. R2 0.4249 0.4264 0.4451 0.4509 0.4703
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Table 3: Robustness tests: Differences in recovery rates. The table presents the
results of regressions of recovery rates on banks’ size, CRE holdings, and different sets of control
variables. In columns (1) - (4), crebank denotes CRE specialization and equals one if the selling bank
pertained to the top quintile of CRE portfolio shares across all US commercial banks in the quarter
of loan origination. In column (5), the threshold for crebank is the 70th percentile. Sizer refers to
the selling bank’s ranking in the distribution of bank size during the quarter of origination; it ranges
from 0 to 1, with Sizer = 1 for the largest bank in a given quarter. Transaction/borrower controls
include the type of buyer, seller, and transaction. The dependent variable is winsorized at the 2.5 and
97.5 percentiles in columns (1) - (3) and (5), and at the 1 and 99 percentiles in column (4). Standard
errors are clustered by lender and quarter. (∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗p < 0.1)

Recovery rate
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

crebank 0.4027∗ 0.4614∗∗ 0.3611∗∗ 0.4978∗∗ 0.3728∗

(0.2200) (0.1801) (0.1698) (0.2270) (0.1927)
Sizer 0.0402 0.1022 0.0425 0.1271 0.1189

(0.1406) (0.1423) (0.1270) (0.1588) (0.1684)
crebank : Sizer −0.5277∗∗ −0.6090∗∗∗ −0.5119∗∗∗ −0.6894∗∗∗ −0.4844∗∗

(0.2403) (0.2023) (0.1884) (0.2473) (0.2177)
CBD 0.0638 0.1327∗ 0.0962 0.1960∗ 0.1320

(0.0678) (0.0724) (0.0816) (0.1061) (0.0824)
LTV −0.1192∗∗∗ −0.1427∗∗∗ −0.1476∗∗∗ −0.1687∗∗∗ −0.1478∗∗∗

(0.0315) (0.0365) (0.0389) (0.0474) (0.0383)
Liquidity 0.0750 0.0653 0.0715 −0.0969 0.0808

(0.1397) (0.1595) (0.1748) (0.2326) (0.1685)
REO −3.3348∗∗ −2.2586∗ −3.0760∗∗ −2.9478∗∗ −2.8524∗∗

(1.3513) (1.2532) (1.2390) (1.2802) (1.1673)
T1ratio −0.1367 −0.0571 −0.0885 −0.0520 −0.0664

(0.1217) (0.1272) (0.1015) (0.1186) (0.1105)
Transaction/Loan Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Property Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year F.E. No No Yes Yes Yes
State F.E. No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year-State F.E. Yes No No No No
Year-P.Type F.E. No Yes No No No
Includes Dev. Site Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Standard Errors Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr
Num. obs. 3089 3089 3071 3089 3089
Adj. R2 0.5269 0.4715 0.4567 0.4053 0.4499
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Table 4: Ex post portfolio performance. The table presents the results of regressions of
distinct CRE loan portfolio perfomance measures on bank size and CRE holdings. Control variables
include HQ-state fixed effects, REO ratio, T1 capital ratio, liquidity, the FDIC’s indicator for comunity
banks, and loancomp, a weighted average of the county-level CRE loan market competition faced by
the bank. Continuous regressors are averaged over their first two lags. Dichotomous regressors are
lagged 1 period. The dependent variables are winsorized yearly at the .5 and 99.5 percentiles and
then standardized to have mean zero and unit variance across the sample period. Standard errors are
clustered by lender. (∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗p < 0.1)

Earlydelinq Delinq Chargeoff
GFC 0.1924∗∗∗ 0.3508∗∗∗ 0.3080∗∗∗

(0.0268) (0.0303) (0.0315)
crebank −0.1971∗∗∗ −0.2154∗∗∗ −0.1835∗∗∗

(0.0301) (0.0321) (0.0271)
Sizer −0.2860∗∗∗ −0.0372 0.0386∗∗

(0.0263) (0.0261) (0.0187)
failed 0.5211∗∗∗ 0.7682∗∗∗ 0.4591∗∗∗

(0.0383) (0.0419) (0.0389)
community −0.0044 −0.0377∗ −0.1377∗∗∗

(0.0144) (0.0204) (0.0225)
loancomp 0.1265∗∗∗ 0.0154 −0.0295∗

(0.0200) (0.0226) (0.0178)
Liquidity −0.0356 0.1507∗∗∗ 0.0394

(0.0424) (0.0443) (0.0350)
T1ratio 0.0934 −0.0142 −0.1989∗∗∗

(0.0682) (0.0680) (0.0736)
REO 6.6330∗∗∗ 25.5777∗∗∗ 20.0863∗∗∗

(0.6180) (1.3076) (1.2071)
GFC : crebank 0.2949∗∗∗ 0.3395∗∗∗ 0.1291

(0.0591) (0.0744) (0.0813)
GFC : Sizer 0.0804∗∗ 0.2100∗∗∗ 0.3086∗∗∗

(0.0385) (0.0464) (0.0511)
crebank : Sizer 0.1366∗∗∗ 0.1257∗∗∗ 0.1211∗∗∗

(0.0399) (0.0440) (0.0368)
GFC : crebank : Sizer −0.1140 0.1890∗ 0.4643∗∗∗

(0.0813) (0.1094) (0.1273)
State Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes
Num. obs. 80710 80710 80710
Adj. R2 0.0622 0.1885 0.1510
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Table 5: Acquired banks. The table presents the results of regressions of recovery rates on
banks’ size, CRE holdings, a bank acquisition indicator, and additional control variables. The variable
crebank denotes CRE specialization and equals one if the selling bank pertained to the top quintile of
CRE portfolio shares across all US commercial banks in the quarter of loan origination. Sizer refers to
the selling bank’s ranking in the distribution of bank size during the quarter of origination; it ranges
from 0 to 1, with Sizer = 1 for the largest bank in a given quarter. The dummy variable acqlen
equals one if the property was sold by a bank that acquired the loan originator. Transaction/borrower
controls include the type of buyer, borrower, and transaction. Bank controls include liquidity, REO
ratio, and Tier 1 capital ratio. Property controls comprise property type dummies and the CBD flag.
The dependent variable is winsorized at the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles. Standard errors are clustered by
lender and quarter. (∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗p < 0.1)

Recovery rate
(1) (2) (3)

crebank 0.3145∗ 0.3190∗ 0.3774∗∗

(0.1737) (0.1722) (0.1782)
Sizer 0.0352 0.0329 0.0757

(0.1285) (0.1276) (0.1305)
crebank : Sizer −0.4421∗∗ −0.4525∗∗ −0.5260∗∗∗

(0.1898) (0.1878) (0.1945)
acqlen −0.0784

(0.0519)
crebank : acqlen 0.0513 −0.6270∗

(0.0709) (0.3578)
crebank : Size r : acqlen 0.7325

(0.4562)
Transaction/Loan Yes Yes Yes
Property Controls Yes Yes Yes
Bank Controls Yes Yes Yes
Year F.E. Yes Yes Yes
State F.E. Yes Yes Yes
Includes Dev. Site Yes Yes Yes
Standard Errors Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr
Num. obs. 3284 3284 3284
Adj. R2 0.4421 0.4419 0.4265
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Table 6: Client networks. The table presents the results of regressions of recovery rates on
banks’ size, CRE holdings, variables describing the banks’ relationship with the buyers, and additional
controls. The variable crebank denotes CRE specialization and equals one if the selling bank pertained
to the top quintile of CRE portfolio shares across all US commercial banks in the quarter of loan
origination. Sizer refers to the selling bank’s ranking in the distribution of bank size during the
quarter of origination; it ranges from 0 to 1, with Sizer = 1 for the largest bank in a given quarter.
The dummy variable network equals one if the property was sold to a buyer that had received a
CRE loan from the selling bank before the transaction. samelend indicates transactions in which the
selling bank financed the sale by providing a mortgage to the property’s buyer. Transaction/borrower
controls include the type of buyer, borrower, and transaction. Bank controls include liquidity, REO
ratio, and Tier 1 capital ratio. Property controls comprise property type dummies and the CBD flag.
The dependent variable is winsorized at the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles. Standard errors are clustered by
lender and quarter. (∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗p < 0.1)

Recovery rate
(1) (2) (3) (4)

crebank 0.3732∗∗ 0.3881∗∗ 0.3292 0.1578
(0.1783) (0.1800) (0.3354) (0.3674)

Sizer 0.0595 0.0552 −0.0037 −0.0480
(0.1306) (0.1316) (0.2454) (0.2549)

crebank : Sizer −0.5298∗∗∗ −0.5221∗∗∗ −0.6173∗ −0.5138
(0.1957) (0.1945) (0.3678) (0.3814)

network 0.1922∗∗∗ 0.2990∗∗∗

(0.0550) (0.1006)
crebank : network −0.2416∗

(0.1291)
samelend 0.1029∗ −0.0556

(0.0584) (0.0990)
crebank : samelend 0.2901∗∗

(0.1191)
Transaction/Loan Yes Yes Yes Yes
Property Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bank Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes
State F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Includes Dev. Site Yes Yes Yes Yes
Standard Errors Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr
Num. obs. 3089 3089 1259 1259
Adj. R2 0.4533 0.4541 0.5751 0.5767
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Table 7: Geographic proximity. The table presents the results of regressions of recovery rates
on banks’ size, CRE holdings, proximity of bank offices to the property, and additional controls. The
variable crebank denotes CRE specialization and equals one if the selling bank pertained to the top
quintile of CRE portfolio shares across all US commercial banks in the quarter of loan origination. Sizer
refers to the selling bank’s ranking in the distribution of bank size during the quarter of origination;
it ranges from 0 to 1, with Sizer = 1 for the largest bank in a given quarter. The dummy variable
branchorig equals one if the bank had a full-service office in the property’s county at the time of
loan origination. The variable branchsale indicates cases in which the selling bank had a full-service
office in the property’s county at the time of the sale. Transaction/borrower controls include the type
of buyer, borrower, and transaction. Bank controls include liquidity, REO ratio, and Tier 1 capital
ratio. Property controls comprise property type dummies and the CBD flag. The dependent variable
is winsorized at the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles. Standard errors are clustered by lender and quarter.
(∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗p < 0.1)

Recovery rate
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

crebank 0.3827∗∗ 0.3479∗ 0.3819∗∗ 0.3613∗ 0.3507∗

(0.1814) (0.1857) (0.1805) (0.1824) (0.1853)
Sizer 0.0592 0.0848 0.0546 0.0952 0.0959

(0.1298) (0.1317) (0.1316) (0.1371) (0.1368)
crebank : Sizer −0.5365∗∗∗ −0.5730∗∗∗ −0.5340∗∗∗ −0.5926∗∗∗ −0.5939∗∗∗

(0.1984) (0.1966) (0.1980) (0.1970) (0.1972)
branchorig 0.0143 −0.0530 −0.0210

(0.0305) (0.0499) (0.0510)
crebank : branchorig 0.1540∗∗ 0.0616

(0.0597) (0.0531)
branchsale 0.0181 −0.0614 −0.0471

(0.0334) (0.0553) (0.0593)
crebank : branchsale 0.1885∗∗ 0.1483∗

(0.0817) (0.0879)
Transaction/Loan Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Property Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bank Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
State F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Includes Dev. Site Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Standard Errors Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr
Num. obs. 3089 3089 3089 3089 3089
Adj. R2 0.4508 0.4517 0.4508 0.4523 0.4520
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Appendix A. The use of client networks

In this appendix, I explore the characteristics of lenders that frequently recur to their

clients to sell foreclosed real estate. The results show that small banks are particularly

likely to provide a loan to the buyer of the property. To analyze the type of banks

that are more likely to sell foreclosed properties to their loan recipients, I estimate the

following linear probability model (LPM):

nwi,b,t,τ = β1+β2∗crebankb,τ+β3∗Sizer,b,τ+β4∗crebankb,τ∗Sizer,b,τ+β5∗Xi,t+β6∗Γi,b,τ+εi,b,t,τ .

(A.1)

In equation A.1 above, nwi,b,t,τ corresponds to network or samelend, depending on

the specification. The vector of controls Xi,t includes fixed effects for year of sale and

state, property type dummies, the type of buyer, and the CBD indicator. Bank controls

in Γi,b,τ are liquidity, REO ratio, and T1 capital ratio, whereas the loan characteristics

are the LTV ratio and indicator variables for transa and borrower type.

The first two columns of Table A.8 show the estimation output for the LPM using

network as dependent variable. In column (1), I omit the interaction term between bank

size and CRE specialization. The results point out that banks with a high concentration

of CRE have a higher probability of selling to one of their clients. I analyze the difference

between CRE specialists of different sizes in column (2). Although the point estimate for

crebank is positive in column (2), neither the coefficients related to bank size nor those

that regard CRE holdings are significant from a statistical standpoint. This results

suggest that small and large CRE-focused banks are as likely to sell the property to

their former clients.

Columns (3)-(4) of Table A.8 show the estimation results for the LPM in equation

A.1 using samelend as the dependent variable. Notably, the coefficients for the the

variables indicating the degree of CRE specialization are positive and significant. In

the model that does not explicitly incorporate interactions of lender size and CRE

holdings (column (3)), the estimated coefficients indicate that the probability that

specialized lenders provide a commercial mortgage to the new buyer of the property is
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larger by over 14 percentage points. Interestingly, larger banks tend not to make a new

loan backed by the property as per the estimated coefficient for Sizer. I investigate

the differences among CRE specialists of different size in column (4). The estimation

results indicate that small CRE specialists are remarkably likely to fund the purchase

of the foreclosed property.

The differences in results between both dependent variables warrant further discus-

sion. In the case of network, while banks that specialize in CRE are generally more

likely to sell foreclosed properties to their clients, the size of the lender does not seem

as important. One potential explanation is that the crucial element enabling a bank to

sell a CRE property to one of its clients is not the size of its client network, but rather

the quantity or proportion of their clients that usually invest in CRE. Since investing

in and operating commercial properties requires significant expertise , and acquisitions

generally involve debt, commercial mortgagors are likely to be CRE investors.25. Thus,

a large non-specialist bank will need to find a buyer amongst the general public, even

if it sustains relationships with a high number of firms and individuals. On the other

hand, banks for which CRE constitutes a major portion of their portfolio may have a

relatively broad network of clients that, crucially, might be interested in growing their

CRE holdings.

In contrast, the coefficients for Sizer in the last two columns of Table A.8 show that

smaller lenders are much more likely to originate a new mortgage backed by the property

than larger banks. In fact, the point estimates of the interaction terms in column (4)

suggest that this difference in likelihood is even larger among CRE specialists of different

size, although their standard errors are too large to justify proper inference. A potential

explanation for the higher propensity of small banks to keep making loans backed by

the same property is that a single CRE loan might represent a large portion not only

of the bank’s CRE loan holdings, but also of their overall assets. Hence, a small bank

that recently needed to foreclose a property might be highly pressed to compensate the

asset loss, in both principal and receivable interest, caused by the foreclosure. If a bank

25This contrasts, for example, with the case of residential real estate, in which most borrowers would

not be in a position to acquire a second property
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provides a mortgage backed by the property, it immediately converts the REO holding

into an income-generating asset, thus providing at least partial relief to their formerly

shrunk balance sheet. Larger institutions, on the other hand, might not be as pressed

to compensate the asset losses caused by the foreclosure of a single property, simply

because the relative reduction in their loan portfolio is minor compared to the case of

a small bank.
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Table A.8: Use of client networks. The table presents the estimation results for the linear
probability model in equation A.1. The dependent variable in the first two columns is network, an
indicator of whether the property’s buyer had received a CRE loan from the selling bank before the
transaction. The dependent variable in the third and fourth columns is samelend, which equals 1 if
the bank financed the sale by providing a loan to the property’s buyer. The variable crebank denotes
CRE specialization and equals one if the selling bank pertained to the top quintile of CRE portfolio
shares across all US commercial banks in the quarter of loan origination. Sizer refers to the selling
bank’s ranking in the distribution of bank size during the quarter of origination; it ranges from 0 to
1, with Sizer = 1 for the largest bank in a given quarter. Transaction/loan controls include the type
of buyer, borrower, and transaction, as well as the LTV ratio. Bank controls include liquidity, REO
ratio, and Tier 1 capital ratio. Property controls comprise property type dummies and the CBD flag.
Standard errors are clustered by lender and quarter. (∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗p < 0.1)

network samelend
(1) (2) (3) (4)

crebank 0.0217∗ 0.0727 0.1461∗∗∗ 0.2918∗

(0.0125) (0.0531) (0.0425) (0.1595)
Sizer 0.0012 0.0274 −0.4026∗∗∗ −0.3165∗∗

(0.0371) (0.0371) (0.1237) (0.1470)
crebank : samelend −0.0568 −0.1619

(0.0561) (0.1673)
Transaction/Loan Yes Yes Yes Yes
Property Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bank Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes
State F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Includes Dev. Site Yes Yes Yes Yes
Standard Errors Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr
Num. obs. 3089 3089 1259 1259
Adj. R2 0.1737 0.1736 0.1279 0.1279
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Appendix B. LTV ratio at origination

Banks can adjust the magnitude of their exposure by manipulating certain loan terms.

In particular, a lender might control its exposure to shocks that affect a particular

property by fine-tuning the LTV ratio of the loan. With the purpose of illustrating,

consider, hypothetically, a bank that faces the underwriting process for a mortgage

backed by an industrial property and deciding whether to offer the borrower a 90% or

a 70% LTV ratio. A shock to local industrial RE prices would affect the loan’s perfor-

mance differently, since the price of the property would need to drop by at least 30%

for the 70%-LTV loan to be underwater, making strategic default relatively unlikely. In

contrast, with the 90%-LTV mortgage, the borrower’s default option would be valuable

whenever the property’s price dropped by more than 10%. From the lender’s perspec-

tive, the loan with the higher LTV ratio is clearly riskier, even if backed by the same

real estate as the alternative.

I analyze potential differents in LTV ratios at origination that may impact the risk

exposure of lenders by regressing LTV on a set of property and lender characteristics.

Specifically, I estimate the coefficients in the following equation:

LTVi,b,t = β1+β2∗crebankb,t+β3∗Sizer,b,t+β4∗crebankb,t∗Sizer,b,t+β5∗Xi,t+β6∗Γb,t+εi,b,t.

(B.1)

In equation B.1, LTVi,b,t corresponds to the LTV ratio at origination of loan i,

originated by bank b at time t. As before, CREb,t and Sizer,b,t denote relative measures

of bank b’s CRE holdings and size at time t, respectively. The transaction-level controls

in Xi,t are year-of-origination and state fixed effects, the property’s type, the CBD

indicator, and indicator variables for the type of borrower and transaction. I also

include measures of liquidity, foreclosed real estate, and regulatory capital as bank-

level controls in Γb,t. For the estimation, I winsorize the dependent variable at the 1

and 99 percentiles and display the results in Table B.9.

In the first three columns of Table B.9, I explore whether CRE specialists originate

loans with different LTV ratios regardless of their size. In column (1), I restrict controls
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to year and state fixed effects, as well as a set of variables indicating the type of the

underlying property. The estimation results suggest that CRE specialists, on average,

originate loans with slightly higher LTV ratios. In the specifications that account

for transaction and property characteristics (second column), and lender attributes

(third column), the coefficient for crebank is considerably smaller in magnitude and

statistically insignificant.

Columns (4)-(6) break down the results in the first three columns by allowing for

the interaction between crebank and lender size. The coefficient for crebank is negative

and significant at the 10% level across the three specifications. Interestingly, the coef-

ficient for the interaction of crebank and Sizer is positive and statistically significant.

Taken together, these estimated coefficients imply that large banks with a high CRE

concentration tend to originate loans with higher LTV ratios than other lender groups,

and that, in fact, the lowest average LTV ratios correspond to small CRE specialists.

One takeaway from the analysis in Table B.9 is that small CRE specialists generally

do not augment their exposure to CRE risk by offering high LTV ratios to their bor-

rowers. In fact, the opposite is true: loans made by large CRE specialists had higher

LTV ratios on average after controlling for property and borrower’s characteristics. In-

terpreting these findings in the light of the evidence in Figure 6, it seems plausible that

small, CRE-oriented banks use LTV to manage their exposure to the high risk implied

in their mix of property types. To explore this possibility, I analyze differences in LTV

ratios for each of the main property types separately in Table B.10.26

In the estimation results by property type, the coefficient for crebank is significantly

different from zero only in the case of loans backed by hotels. This indicates that,

among small banks, CRE specialists offer lower LTV ratios than non-specialists, up to

10 percentage points lower at the bottom of the size distribution. On the other hand, the

estimated coefficients for bank size indicate that, among non-specialists, larger banks

tend to make larger loans for office and industrial properties. The interaction term is

26Performing the analysis separately for each property type allows me to add Prop.Size to the vector

of controls Xi,t. The reason for this is that Prop.Size is a measure that corresponds to the number of

units in apartments and hotels, but to the number of square feet for other property types.
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statistically significant for only two property types: apartments and hotels.

To facilitate the comparison of LTV ratios corresponding to CRE specialists of

different size, I use the results from Table B.10 to obtain t statistics for the sum of the

estimated coefficients for Sizer and the interaction term crebank : Sizer, which I show

in Table B.11. This sum can be interpreted as the average difference in LTV between

the extremes of the size distribution of CRE specialists after controlling for property

and transaction attributes. The table shows that large CRE specialists originate loans

with higher LTV for all the major property types. Notably, the difference in LTV is

statistically significant for all property types except loans backed by hotels.

The potential implications for portfolio risk of the results described above are worth

discussing. Multifamily loans by large CRE specialists have higher LTVs, which, com-

bined with the large share of apartment loans in their portfolios (Figure 6), suggests

that shocks affecting multifamily properties could be particularly impactful for large,

CRE-oriented commercial banks. However, as noted in the previous subsection, apart-

ments have historically experienced lower default rates than other property types. Small

CRE banks offer loans with lower LTV ratios across most major property types, which,

as illustrated above, diminishes their exposure to default risk. In the case of hotels, the

LTV ratios are similar across the size distribution of CRE-focused banks. This, on top

of the relatively large share of hotels in the portfolios of small CRE specialists offers

additional evidence that, at least in some respects, the portfolios of small banks that

specialize in CRE are riskier than those of larger institutions.

Another interpretation of the relatively low LTV ratios offered by small CRE spe-

cialists, particularly for hotels and apartments, is the inherent risk in the underlying

properties, as perceived by the lender. In other words, the LTV ratios of loans by

small CRE specialists could be low precisely because the underlying property is riskier,

constituting the reason for the lender to reduce their exposure via the size of the loan

relative to the value of the property. Within a similar line of reasoning, apartment

properties financed by large CRE specialists might be relatively safe, leading banks to

agree to finance a larger portion of the asset’s value. This endogeneity of LTV during

underwriting has led to mixed results in studies on the relationship between LTV and
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default probability.27 Additional credit measures, like credit spreads, can help clarify

whether the differences in LTV are driven by risk factors inherent to the property.

Unfortunately, my data set does not include information regarding loan interest rates.

27See, for example, Grovenstein et al. (2005), and the discussion in Ghent and Valkanov (2016).
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Table B.9: Differences in LTV ratio. The table presents the results of regressions of LTV
ratio on banks’ size, CRE holdings, and different sets of control variables using the full sample of
CRE loan originations. The variable crebank denotes CRE specialization and equals one if the selling
bank pertained to the top quintile of CRE portfolio shares across all US commercial banks in the
quarter of loan origination. Sizer refers to the selling bank’s ranking in the distribution of bank size
during the quarter of origination; it ranges from 0 to 1, with Sizer = 1 for the largest bank in a
given quarter. Transaction/borrower controls include the type of buyer, seller, and transaction. The
dependent variable is winsorized at the 1 and 99 percentiles. Standard errors are clustered by lender
and quarter. (∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗p < 0.1)

LTV ratio
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

crebank 0.0147∗∗ 0.0073 0.0075 −0.0356∗ −0.0293∗ −0.0552∗∗∗

(0.0073) (0.0058) (0.0055) (0.0197) (0.0167) (0.0170)
Sizer −0.0066 0.0211 0.0103 −0.0317 0.0027 −0.0226

(0.0226) (0.0171) (0.0157) (0.0330) (0.0250) (0.0232)
crebank : Sizer 0.0548∗∗ 0.0399∗ 0.0685∗∗∗

(0.0270) (0.0225) (0.0217)
CBD −0.0067 −0.0063 −0.0068 −0.0064

(0.0062) (0.0064) (0.0062) (0.0064)
Liquidity 0.0022 0.0060

(0.0284) (0.0279)
REO 0.1288 0.1300

(0.1728) (0.1758)
T1ratio −0.0653∗∗∗ −0.0722∗∗∗

(0.0229) (0.0222)
Transaction/Borrower No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Property Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
State F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Includes Dev. Site No No No No No No
Standard Errors Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr
Num. obs. 261783 261494 247827 261783 261494 247827
Adj. R2 0.0403 0.0554 0.0554 0.0404 0.0554 0.0555
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Table B.10: Differences in LTV ratio. The table presents the results of regressions of LTV
ratio on banks’ size, CRE holdings, and different sets of control variables using the full sample of
CRE loan originations. The variable crebank denotes CRE specialization and equals one if the selling
bank pertained to the top quintile of CRE portfolio shares across all US commercial banks in the
quarter of loan origination. Sizer refers to the selling bank’s ranking in the distribution of bank size
during the quarter of origination; it ranges from 0 to 1, with Sizer = 1 for the largest bank in a
given quarter. Transaction/borrower controls include the type of buyer, seller, and transaction. Bank
controls comprise liquidity, REO ratio, and T1 capital ratio. The dependent variable is winsorized at
the 1 and 99 percentiles. Standard errors are clustered by lender and quarter. (∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05;
∗p < 0.1)

LTV ratio
Apartment Office Hotel Retail Industrial

crebank −0.0354 −0.0270 −0.1219∗∗∗ −0.0403∗ −0.0387
(0.0272) (0.0235) (0.0359) (0.0234) (0.0293)

Sizer 0.0007 0.0306 −0.1011∗ 0.0084 0.0058
(0.0262) (0.0236) (0.0534) (0.0234) (0.0284)

crebank : Sizer 0.0666∗ 0.0382 0.1263∗∗ 0.0370 0.0385
(0.0347) (0.0270) (0.0520) (0.0258) (0.0329)

Transaction/Borrower Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Property Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bank controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
State F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Includes Dev. Site No No No No No
Standard Errors Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr
Num. obs. 70865 43936 22846 44381 51409
Adj. R2 0.0647 0.0476 0.2267 0.0462 0.0867
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Table B.11: Differences in LTV ratio among CRE-focused banks. The first two
rows of the table shows values and standard errors for the sum of the coefficients for Sizer and
crebank : Sizer from Table B.10. The third row shows the t-stat for a test of the null hypothesis that
Sizer + crebank : Sizer = 0.

Property type

Apartment Office Hotel Retail Industrial

Sizer + crebank : Sizer 0.0673 0.0688 0.0252 0.0454 0.0444
S.E. 0.0244 0.0166 0.0271 0.0174 0.0210
t-stat 2.7534 4.1537 0.9282 2.6088 2.1162
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Appendix C. Additional tables and figures
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Table C.12: Bank loans in RCA data. The table shows the number of loans originated by
banks for each year that are observed in the CRE loan database. The column labeled Share of RCA
loans shows the ratio of the first column to the number of loans in each year made by all types of lenders
(e.g. CMBS, insurance companies, private lenders). The column labeld Share of RCA transactions
shows the ratio of the first column to the number of all transactions observed in the CRE data set for
each year, regardless of whether loan information is available.

Year Number of loans Share of RCA loans Share of RCA transactions

2000 292 6.21 3.82
2001 517 8.64 5.23
2002 689 10.97 6.40
2003 1031 10.52 6.96
2004 2603 19.76 12.43

2005 6942 25.01 19.24
2006 7325 23.37 18.55
2007 7686 22.59 19.59
2008 5007 41.72 25.56
2009 2106 32.14 19.56

2010 3025 25.47 16.86
2011 4583 25.35 17.73
2012 8267 31.71 23.32
2013 11900 41.86 30.15
2014 12969 39.94 29.25

2015 20258 41.62 32.03
2016 26633 54.13 41.56
2017 25778 48.52 38.75
2018 26271 48.59 36.69
2019 36069 54.03 43.90

2020 33613 57.28 44.31
2021 25933 55.80 39.21
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Table C.13: Number of loans by state. The table shows the number of loans related
to properties in each different state. The column labeled Bank sales corresponds to the sample of
foreclosed property sales, whereas the column named Loan originations refers to all available loan
information in the CRE loan database.

State Bank sales Loan originations

AK 1 220
AL 19 1321
AR 10 1471
AZ 201 6747
CA 722 65850
CO 82 6552
CT 14 1685
DC 6 1349
DE 1 417
FL 526 18812
GA 184 6565
HI 9 689
IA 13 1196
ID 2 623
IL 225 11763
IN 34 3721
KS 9 958
KY 10 1371
LA 5 799
MA 20 5743
MD 12 3837
ME 1 358
MI 91 4156
MN 36 3760
MO 76 3744
MS 4 242
MT 2 406
NC 63 5814
ND 1 585
NE 5 1093
NH 0 703
NJ 39 7762
NM 17 943
NV 187 3285
NY 50 32996
OH 30 4860
OK 23 2283
OR 39 3210
PA 29 5769
RI 0 428
SC 30 2814
SD 2 28
TN 43 4261
TX 210 20638
UT 26 2135
VA 18 3664
VT 0 13
WA 73 7573
WI 62 3869
WV 0 152
WY 0 225
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Table C.14: Summary statistics by bank size. The table shows summary statistics for
property, loan and transaction characteristics (upper panel), and bank characteristics (lower panel) in
the sample of foreclosed property sales. Priceo and Loanamto and denote the price of the property
and the loan amount at the time of loan origination, respectively. LTVo corresponds to the loan-to-
value ratio at origination. Prices denotes the transaction price of the property sold by the bank, and
recovs represents the loan recovery rate, measured as the ratio of Prices to Loanamto. The dummy
CBD indicates properties located in the Central Business District (CBD) of a metropolitan area. All
variables in the Bank characteristics panel are measured at the time of loan origination. Size denotes
bank assets in thousands of real USD, CREloans is the ratio of CRE loans to Size. Liquidity denotes
the sum of cash and available-for-sale securities, REO represents the bank’s REO assets divided by
Size, and T1ratio corresponds to the ratio of Tier 1 capital to risk-weighted assets.

Small banks (≤ $5 billion) Large banks (> $5 billion)

Variable Mean SD p.25. p.50. p.75. N Mean.1 SD.1 p.25..1 p.50..1 p.75..1 N.1

Property and loan characteristics

.
Priceo 9,724,691 37,455,676 3,000,000 4,500,000 7,517,250 1,714 13,733,809 42,081,075 3,200,000 5,548,334 11,000,000 1,422
Loanamto 7,615,253 28,407,635 2,292,351 3,600,000 6,000,000 1,714 11,438,262 29,106,506 2,563,576 4,800,000 10,287,500 1,422
LTVo 0.9201 0.7812 0.7 0.7536 0.9035 1,714 1.026 1.258 0.7046 0.7574 0.9012 1,422
Prices 6,565,182 33,663,928 1,750,000 2,700,000 4,250,000 1,714 10,590,285 59,664,203 1,803,750 3,000,000 6,037,500 1,422
recovs 1.194 2.168 0.4959 0.7089 1.038 1,714 0.9162 1.262 0.445 0.6619 0.9811 1,422
CBD 0.07297 0.2602 0 0 0 1,713 0.07811 0.2684 0 0 0 1,421

Property type
Apartment 0.1505 0.3577 0 0 0 1,714 0.206 0.4046 0 0 0 1,422
DevSite 0.09102 0.2877 0 0 0 1,714 0.08861 0.2843 0 0 0 1,422
Hotel 0.1418 0.3489 0 0 0 1,714 0.0865 0.2812 0 0 0 1,422
Industrial 0.1925 0.3944 0 0 0 1,714 0.1639 0.3703 0 0 0 1,422
Office 0.2048 0.4037 0 0 0 1,714 0.2314 0.4219 0 0 0 1,422
Retail 0.1844 0.3879 0 0 0 1,714 0.1842 0.3878 0 0 0 1,422

Borrower type
Institutional 0.01932 0.1377 0 0 0 1,708 0.07072 0.2564 0 0 0 1,414
Private 0.8653 0.3415 1 1 1 1,708 0.8564 0.3508 1 1 1 1,414
Public 0.0404 0.1969 0 0 0 1,708 0.008487 0.09176 0 0 0 1,414

Transaction type
Refinance 0.4405 0.4966 0 0 1 1,714 0.4248 0.4945 0 0 1 1,422
Sale 0.5583 0.4967 0 1 1 1,714 0.5647 0.496 0 1 1 1,422

Buyer type
Institutional 0.07231 0.2591 0 0 0 1,701 0.09477 0.293 0 0 0 1,414
Private 0.8272 0.3782 1 1 1 1,701 0.7786 0.4153 1 1 1 1,414
Public 0.01235 0.1105 0 0 0 1,701 0.01768 0.1318 0 0 0 1,414

Bank characteristics

.
Size 1,434,048 1,361,412 393,448 865,407 2,110,209 1,714 234,412,171 423,914,544 13,519,529 36,722,563 214,587,975 1,422
CREloans 0.4484 0.1899 0.3034 0.449 0.5865 1,714 0.2191 0.1635 0.1105 0.1699 0.2942 1,422
Liquidity 0.1619 0.1078 0.08706 0.1531 0.2149 1,714 0.1931 0.109 0.1181 0.1801 0.2407 1,422
REO 0.003968 0.01069 0 0.00008762 0.002895 1,714 0.002084 0.00583 0.0001466 0.0005494 0.001655 1,422
T1ratio 0.1455 0.1976 0.09813 0.1089 0.1338 1,706 0.1048 0.04558 0.08136 0.09381 0.1082 1,420
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Table C.15: Acquired banks and government assistance. The table presents the
results of regressions of recovery rates on banks’ size, CRE holdings, and additional control variables.
The variable crebank denotes CRE specialization and equals one if the selling bank pertained to the top
quintile of CRE portfolio shares across all US commercial banks in the quarter of loan origination. Sizer
refers to the selling bank’s ranking in the distribution of bank size during the quarter of origination; it
ranges from 0 to 1, with Sizer = 1 for the largest bank in a given quarter. The dummy variable acqlen
equals one if the property was sold by a bank that acquired the loan originator. The variable govass
indicates whether the acquisiton of the bank that originated the loan involved government assistance.
Transaction/borrower controls include the type of buyer, seller, and transaction. Bank controls include
liquidity, REO ratio, and Tier 1 capital ratio. Property controls comprise property type dummies and
the CBD flag. The dependent variable is winsorized at the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles. Standard errors
are clustered by lender and quarter. (∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗p < 0.1)

Recovery rate
(1) (2) (3) (4)

crebank 0.3285∗ 0.3203∗ 0.3827∗∗ 0.3835∗∗

(0.1766) (0.1745) (0.1808) (0.1812)
Sizer 0.0428 0.0412 0.0861 0.0862

(0.1289) (0.1273) (0.1321) (0.1319)
crebank : Sizer −0.4646∗∗ −0.4668∗∗ −0.5433∗∗∗ −0.5434∗∗∗

(0.1945) (0.1922) (0.1988) (0.1991)
acqlen −0.1408∗ −0.2066∗∗ 0.0906 1.2265

(0.0744) (0.1019) (0.3264) (0.9310)
crebank:acqlen 0.2637∗ −0.7383∗ −2.8459∗

(0.1507) (0.4337) (1.4348)
Size r:acqlen −0.2811 −1.4192

(0.3822) (1.0150)
crebank:Size r:acqlen 1.1157∗ 3.3398∗

(0.5780) (1.6972)
govass 0.1557 −0.0088 −0.1017 −1.2655

(0.1078) (0.1326) (0.1408) (0.9774)
crebank:govass 2.5128

(1.5635)
Size r:govass 1.0069

(1.0945)
crebank:Size r:govass −2.4826

(1.8729)
Transaction/Loan Yes Yes Yes Yes
Property Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bank Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes
State F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Includes Dev. Site Yes Yes Yes Yes
Standard Errors Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr Bank+qtr
Num. obs. 3284 3284 3284 3284
Adj. R2 0.4422 0.4426 0.4270 0.4267
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